ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE

AGENDA

Date:

Tuesday, 2nd November, 2021

Time:

7.00 pm

Venue:

Guildhall

ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
Information for Members of the Public
Access to the Guildhall is via the front entrance in the High Street. The nearest car park is
Copenhagen Street (pay and display). If you are a wheelchair user or have restricted mobility, access
to the Guildhall can be gained either through the door on the right side of the forecourt as you face the
Guildhall, or through the sliding doors at the rear of the Guildhall. There is dedicated disabled parking
space at the rear (access via Copenhagen Street). Most meetings are held on the ground floor, which
can be reached by using a lift. If you are a wheelchair user or have restricted mobility and you wish to
attend a meeting, please telephone or email the officer mentioned below in advance and we will make
any necessary arrangements to assist your visit.
Part I of the Agenda includes items for discussion in public. You have the right to inspect copies of
Minutes and reports on this part of the Agenda as well as background documents used in the
preparation of these reports. Details of the background papers appear at the foot of each report. Part II
of the Agenda (if applicable) deals with items of 'Exempt Information' for which it is anticipated that
the public may be excluded from the meeting and neither reports nor background papers are open to
public inspection.
Please note that this is a public meeting and members of the public and press are permitted to report
on the proceedings. "Reporting" includes filming, photographing, making an audio recording and
providing commentary on proceedings. Any communicative method can be used to report on the
proceedings, including the internet, to publish, post or share the proceedings. Accordingly, the
attendance of members of the public at this meeting may be recorded and broadcast. By choosing to
attend this public meeting you are deemed to have given your consent to being filmed or recorded and
for any footage to be broadcast or published.
Please note the Council records and live streams many of its meetings. These recordings are published
on the relevant meeting pages of the Council’s website. A notice to this effect will be posted in the
meeting room. If a member of the public chooses to speak at a meeting of the City Council he/she will
be deemed to have given their consent to being recorded and audio being published live to the
Council’s website. The Chair of the meeting, can at their discretion, terminate or suspend recording, if
in their opinion, continuing to do so would prejudice the proceedings of the meeting or if they consider
that continued recording might infringe the rights of any individual, or breach any statutory provision.
At the start of the meeting under the item 'Public Participation' up to fifteen minutes in total is allowed
for members of the public to present a petition, ask a question or comment on any matter on the
Agenda. Participants need to indicate that they wish to speak by 4.30 p.m. on the last working day
before the meeting by writing, telephoning or E-Mailing the officer mentioned below.
If you have any general enquires or queries about this Agenda or require any details of background
papers, further documents or information, or to discuss arrangements for the taking of photographs,
film, video or sound recording please contact the Lead Officer, Julian Pugh, Democratic Services
Administrator, Guildhall, Worcester WR1 2EY. Telephone: 01905 722027 (direct line); E-Mail Address:
committeeadministration@worcester.gov.uk.
This agenda can be made available in large print, braille, on PC disk, tape or in a number of ethnic
minority languages. Please contact the above named officer for further information.
Agendas and minutes relating to all City Council Committees and Council Meetings are also available
electronically, click on the option “Committee Minutes and Documents”, Website Address:
worcester.gov.uk
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Environment Committee
Tuesday, 2 November 2021
Members of the Committee:-

Chair: Councillor Andy Stafford (C)
Vice-Chair: Councillor Tom Collins (L)
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

Mohammad Altaf (C)
Bill Amos (C)
Owen Cleary (C)
Simon Cronin (L)
Louise Griffiths (C)

C= Conservative

Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

Neil Laurenson (G)
Robyn Norfolk (L)
Andrew Roberts (C)
Richard Udall (L)

G = Green
L = Labour
LCo = Labour and Co-operative
LD = Liberal Democrat

AGENDA
Part 1
(ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION AND DECISION IN PUBLIC)
1.

Appointment of Substitutes
To receive details of any Members appointed to attend the meeting instead of a
Member of the Committee.

2.

Declarations of Interest
To receive any declarations of interest.

3.

Public Participation
Up to a total of fifteen minutes can be allowed, each speaker being allocated a
maximum of five minutes, for members of the public to present a petition, ask a
question or comment on any matter on the Agenda or within the remit of the
Committee.

4.

Minutes
Page(s): 1 - 6
Of the meeting held on 20th July 2021 to be approved and signed.

5.

Setting of the Budget for 2022/23 and MTFP to 2026/27
Page(s): 7 - 16
Ward(s): All Wards
Contact Officer:
Mark Baldwin, Head of Finance
Tel: 01905 722007
That the Committee note the Budgets for the various services identified for
2021/22.
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6.

Consolidation of Off-Street Parking Orders
Ward(s): All Wards
Contact Officer:
Gareth James, Parking and Enforcement Team Manager
Report to follow.

7.

Review of the Delivery and Management of Allotments
Ward(s): All Wards
Contact Officer:
Phil Gilmour, Head of Environmental Operations
Tel: 09105 722534
Report to follow.

8.

Public Bin Investment Programme
Page(s): 17 - 26
Ward(s): All Wards
Contact Officer:
Tim Allen, Environmental Operations Project Manager
Tel: Tel: 01905 752981
That the Committee:
1. notes the contents of this report and approves the planned phased approach
to the Ward Improvement Plans for Public Bins;
2. recommends to Council a supplementary estimate of £80,000 to the Capital
Programme in 2021/2022; and
3. delegates authority to the Corporate Director – Operations, Homes and
Communities to agree the programme of implementation in consultation
with the Chair and Vice-Chair of the Committee.

9.

Annual Gull Control Report and Proposed 2022 Gull Control Work
Programme
Page(s): 27 - 44
Ward(s): All Wards
Contact Officer:
Mark Cox, Technical Services Manager
That the Committee:
1. notes the work undertaken during 2021; and
2. approves the Proposed Gull Control Work Programme for 2022 as detailed in
Section 3 of the report and recommends to Policy and Resources Committee
an additional £40,000 funding from reserves.
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10.

Biodiversity Action Programme
Page(s): 45 - 56
Ward(s): All Wards
Contact Officer:
Ruth Corrall, Environmental Sustainability Officer
Tel: 01905 7223647
That the Committee:
1. approves the proposed Biodiversity Action Programme (Appendix 1); and
2. allocates £20k funding from the Environmental Sustainability Strategy
Enabling Budget for the proposals outlined within this report. That authority
to spend that allocation is delegated to the Deputy Director, Corporate
Policy and Strategy in consultation with the Chair of Environment
Committee.

11.

Progress Update for the Environmental Sustainability Strategy Action Plan
Page(s): 57 - 68
Ward(s): All Wards
Contact Officer:
Ruth Corrall, Environmental Sustainability Officer
Tel: 01905 7223647
That the Committee notes the content of this report.

12.

Quarter 2 Performance Report for 2021/22
Page(s): 69 - 88
Ward(s): All Wards
Contact Officer:
Joanna Payne, Corporate Policy and Strategy Officer
Tel: 01905 722407
That the Committee note the Council’s Quarter performance for 2021/22.

13.

Any Other Business
Which in the opinion of the Chair is of sufficient urgency as to warrant
consideration.

5
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Agenda Item 4

ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
20th July 2021
Present:

Councillor Andy Stafford in the Chair
Councillors B. Amos, Cleary, Collins (ViceChair), Cronin, Ditta, Griffiths, Norfolk,
Roberts and Udall
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Officers:

Lloyd
Griffiths,
Corporate
Director,
Operations, Homes and Communities
Phil Gilmour, Head of Environmental
Operations
Nick McGowan, Street Scene Supervisor
(Trees and Conservation)
Ruth Corrall, Environment Sustainability
Officer

Apologies:

Councillors Altaf and Laurenson

Appointment of Substitutes
Councillor Ditta for Councillor Altaf.

12

Declarations of Interest
Councillor Cleary and Griffiths – Review of the Delivery and Management of
Allotments (Minute No. 16) – As allotment holders in the city.

13

Public Participation
Paul Snookes, representative of Worcester Environmental Group (WEG) addressed
the Committee on the opportunity to manage the city’s verges and grassland
spaces for biodiversity and for the residents. Reference was made to the pilot
scheme carried out in Dugdale Drive and invited Members of the Committee to
meet with a WEG member to look at opportunities to carry out similar schemes in
their wards.
The Chair gave thanks to Paul Snookes and recommended that Members pay a
visit to Dugdale Drive to see what has been created, just by changing the mowing
methodology.

14

Minutes
RESOLVED: That the minutes of the meeting held on 25th May 2021 be
approved as a correct record and signed by the Chair.

15

Environmental Community Grants
The Committee considered a report on Environmental Community Grants.
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The Action Plan for 2021/22 was agreed by the Environment Committee on 16th
March 2021. A specific objective of the plan was to develop and deliver a small
grants scheme to support community projects that help deliver the Environmental
Sustainability Strategy.
The Action Plan suggested an initial sum of £20,000 be allocated to this grants
scheme, to be funded from the previously agreed £100,000 enabling budget for
the Strategy.
The Environmental Sustainability Officer, presented the report and provided
details of the Environmental Community Grants, as set out in the report. The
Committee’s attention was drawn to paragraph 3.4 of the report which highlighted
the criteria to be met in order to apply for a grant. It is proposed that grant
awards will be between £500 and £1,000, organisations will be able to receive up
to two grants in a financial year, but only one grant per project.
The Environmental Sustainability Officer responded to questions from Committee
Members.
RESOLVED: That the Committee:
1. agree a budget of £20,000 for the Environmental Community Grants
Programme as proposed in the report; and
2. delegates authority to the Corporate Director – Finance and
Resources to agree the process for assessment and approval of
grants.
16

Review of the Delivery and Management of Allotments
The Committee considered a report on the review of the delivery and
management of allotments.
Following a report to Environment Committee on 25th May 2021 (attached as
Appendix 1) it was agreed that further work in respect of Option 2 would be
undertaken by officers, this work to include further engagement with key
stakeholder and interested parties.
The Head of Environmental Operations presented the report and confirmed that
engagement with stakeholders is still being progressed but not yet complete.
Work is currently in progress to update the Tenants Agreement and Handbook,
and to create role profiles for the Allotment Officer, Site Representatives and
Forum.
Allotment holders have been contacted and they have been updated on progress
with the allotments review and provided with a redacted copy of the NAS report.
The preferred option was outlined in paragraphs 3.1-3.5 of the report which
included the recruitment of an Allotment Officer. It is intended to bring a report
back to the Committee in November 2021.
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In referring to the recommendation in the report, the Head of Environmental
Operations stated that this had been amended since the report was published and
handed over to the Corporate Director – Operations, Homes and Communities to
provide the detail.
The Corporate Director – Operations, Homes and Communities drew the
Committee’s attention to the proposed amendment to the recommendation, which
had been circulated to Committee Members and now read as follows:
1. approve the allocation of up to £35,000 from the Transformation Fund
which, subject to Managing Director approval, would be utilised to recruit a
dedicated Allotment Officer resource, for a fixed term;
2. note that further engagement with key stakeholders and interested parties
had commenced and is ongoing; and
3. note that a further report will be presented to this Committee in November
2021 detailing the outcomes of this further work and making a
recommendation for future resources, as appropriate.
Committee Members were informed of the reasons for the change in the
recommendation by the Corporate Director – Operations, Homes and
Communities. He explained that the responsibility of recruitment to posts sits
with the Managing Director and not policy committees and that the fixed term is
related to the allocation of the funding for the rest of this year, with future
resources to be part of the budget setting process in the Autumn. He confirmed
that the Managing Director was aware of the project and was fully supportive.
The recommendation, as amended, was agreed by Committee Members.
Officers responded to questions from Committee Members on points of
clarification.
RESOLVED: That the Committee:
1. approve the allocation of up to £35,000 from the Transformation
Fund which, subject to Managing Director approval, would be
utilised to recruit a dedicated Allotment Officer resource, for a fixed
term;
2. note that further engagement with key stakeholders and interested
parties has commenced and is ongoing; and
3. note that a further report will be presented to this Committee in
November 2021 detailing the outcomes of this further work and
making a recommendation for future resources, as appropriate.
17

Lyme Disease Update
The Committee received an updated report on Lyme Disease.
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Following a question raised at Council in September 2020, it was agreed by the
Chair of the Environment Committee that a report would be brought to a future
meeting.
The Street Scene Supervisor (Trees and Conservation), in presenting the report,
provided Committee Members with background information on the disease.
Appendix A attached to the report provided infection rates for the illness.
Mediums used will include educational posters, shown in appendix B, provided by
the charity Lyme Disease Action. These posters will feature on pre-existing site
notice boards, social media communications and press articles during peak visit
times such as hot weather and school holidays.
Committee Members were pleased to see the report and the proposed installation
of educational signage which was seen as a good first step. A proposal was made
to amend the recommendation to include a report back to the Committee to see
how successful the campaign has been and to take further action if needed.
The Chair did not feel it appropriate to amend the recommendation and stated
that he would use the Chair and Vice Chairs briefing with Officers as to whether
this requires a further report back to Committee.
Following some debate on the matter the proposal to amend the recommendation,
to bring back a report to the next meeting, was seconded and on being put to the
vote the amendment was lost.
The Chair informed Committee Members that he would ask Officers to provide a
Members Brief to identify where and when the educational signage has been
installed, so that it can be demonstrated that the commitments made in the
report have been met.
RESOLVED: That the Committee note the contents of the report outlining
plans of installing educational signage to be displayed at Laugherne
Brook Nature Reserve (and any other locations of concern) to raise
awareness of potential contraction of Lyme Disease from tick bites.
18

Quarter 1 Performance Report 2021/22
The Committee received a report on the Quarter 1 performance report for the
Environment Committee for 2021/22.
The Corporate Director – Operations, Homes and Communities responded to
questions from Committee Members, in particular grass cutting standards and
measures and the addition of an environmental project on the performance
scorecard; it was noted that the Strategic Play Area Development original due
date was 2019 and not 2025 as listed and it was hoped that this comes forward to
Committee soon; confirmation that Ward Members will have input into the action
plans for the public bin investment programme.
RESOLVED: That the Committee note the Council’s Quarter 1 performance
for 2021/22.

19

Any Other Business
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None.

Duration of the meeting: 7.00p.m. to 7.55p.m.

Chair at the meeting on
2nd November 2021
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Agenda Item 5

Report to: Environment Committee, 2 November 2021
Report of: Corporate Director – Finance and Resources

Subject:

SETTING OF THE BUDGET FOR 2022/23 AND MTFP TO 2026/27

1.

Recommendation

1.1

That the Committee note the Budgets for the various services identified for
2021/22;

1.2

That the Committee note the progress made in delivering the projects
included in the City Plan and City Delivery Fund that are relevant to this
Committee and confirms the programme of work resourced.

2.

Background

2.1

The summary budgets for 2021/22 were approved by Full Council on 23 February
2021 and published in the annual Budget Book. These have subsequently been
updated to reflect the changes arising from the Voluntary Redundancy programme
and the recent management restructure.

2.2

The transition of the budgets from 2019/20 through to 2021/22 and the detailed
budgets for each of the Council’s services covering both income and expenditure is
shown in Appendix 1.

2.3

The Council also produces a Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) for the next 5 years
setting out the high level pressures and opportunities that are likely to need to be
addressed. Revenue and capital spending decisions made during each budget cycle
feed into the MTFP and determine the level of reserves that the Council needs to
ensure that services can be sustained in future.

3.

Review of Service Budgets

3.1

Members are asked to review the existing budget for each service and consider
whether it remains appropriate for the required level of service delivery.

3.2

The budget approved by Council at the meeting on 23 February 2021 included a new
Income and Efficiency Plan for 2021-2025. The progress made in 2021/22 on items
relevant to this committee, and the items identified for the forthcoming years, are
set out in Appendix 2.

3.3

Members are invited to submit suggestions of potential service improvements that
could be included in the services’ Income and Efficiency Plan plans in order to
continue to achieve service objectives and to deliver the relevant aims of the City
Plan.

3.4

Given that the Council faces a reduction in its future funding and has experienced a
reduction in its income, this exercise is likely to result in a reduction or reallocation
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of resources rather than an increase in the net budget available. The MTFP indicates
a budget gap which will need to be addressed so that the Council can continue to
hold sufficient reserves to meet future needs.
4.

Projects and Capital Expenditure

4.1

In a separate report to this committee meeting, Members have received a quarterly
progress report on the various projects aligned to this committee. In addition, the
2021/22 Quarter 2 year-end forecast Capital Programme is shown on Appendix 3
and the 2021-2025 Capital programme approved as part of the Budget in February
2021 is shown in Appendix 4.

4.2

Members are asked to consider whether the current projects are still appropriate for
each service and whether there are any further needs that require addressing. This
should include phasing the projects across the full 5-year term of the MTFP based on
the need and importance of each one.

4.3

The original £3.3m budget allocated to the City Plan was previously split into broad
themes by members. Since then a number of projects have been approved against
this funding. The summary of the original allocations, the projects that have been
approved and the balance of funding remaining in each City Plan theme are shown in
Appendix 5. The table shows the amount spent and committed by way of purchase
orders to date. In most cases the balance remaining is required to complete the
particular project.

4.4

Members are asked to confirm that the programme of work supported by the City
Plan allocations continues to meet the priorities of the Committee.

5

City Delivery Fund

5.1

The City Delivery Fund was established from the 2020/21 Budget surplus to address
priorities identified by local residents. From a total of £565k, the services relevant to
this committee were allocated £455k.

5.2

The progress made to date is summarised in Appendix 6.

6

Implications

6.1

Financial and Budgetary Implications
None arising directly from this report.

6.2

Legal and Governance Implications
The Council has a requirement to set a balanced budget for 2022-23.

6.3

Risk Implications
None arising directly from this report.

6.4

Corporate/Policy Implications
None arising directly from this report.

6.5

Equality Implications
None arising directly from this report.

6.6

Human Resources Implications
None arising directly from this report.
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6.7

Health and Safety Implications
None arising directly from this report.

Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All
Mark Baldwin, Head of Finance – Tel: 01905 722007
None

WORCESTER CITY COUNCIL
BUDGET 2022/23

ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
Employees
Premises
Transport
Supplies and Services
Third Party Payments
Internal Recharges
Total Expenditure
Internal Recharges
Grants and Contributions
Fees and Charges
Other Income
Total Income
Grand Total

Appendix 1
Annual
Budget
2019/20

Final Actuals
2019/20

Annual
Budget
2020/21

Current
Budget
2021/22

4,143,020
804,821
475,400
887,595
956,392
90,816
7,358,044
(72,449)
(221,140)
(7,361,655)
(424,690)
(8,079,934)

4,002,799
836,043
534,611
952,879
940,191
94,236
7,360,758
(94,630)
(198,706)
(6,666,946)
(473,337)
(7,433,620)

4,525,030
943,570
480,240
877,705
968,450
93,260
7,888,255
(72,840)
(135,940)
(7,337,980)
(449,690)
(7,996,450)

4,397,200
915,360
487,520
873,945
992,580
93,260
7,759,865
(72,840)
(135,940)
(7,260,910)
(270,770)
(7,740,460)

(721,890)

(72,861)

(108,195)

19,405

ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE

Annual
Budget
2019/20

Regulatory Services Expenditure
Regulatory Services Income
Regulatory Services Total
Parking and Enforcement Expenditure
Parking and Enforcement Income
Parking and Enforcement Total
Bereavement Expenditure
Bereavement Income
Bereavement Total
Operations Management Expenditure
Operations Management Income
Operations Management Total
Street Scene Expenditure
Street Scene Income
Street Scene Total
Projects Team Expenditure
Projects Team Income
Projects Team Total
Waste and Fleet Services Expenditure
Waste and Fleet Services Income
Waste and Fleet Services Total

582,459
(356,285)
226,174
1,352,470
(3,984,150)
(2,631,680)
683,636
(1,920,780)
(1,237,144)
83,320
0
83,320
1,983,989
(269,220)
1,714,769
95,680
0
95,680
2,576,490
(1,549,499)
1,026,991
(721,890)

Grand Total

Annual
Budget
2020/21

Current
Budget
2021/22

578,680
(324,549)
254,131
1,325,662
(3,724,486)
(2,398,824)
646,827
(1,541,551)
(894,723)
94,183
0
94,183
1,953,106
(356,338)
1,596,768
100,214
0
100,214
2,662,087
(1,486,696)
1,175,390

582,440
(358,640)
223,800
1,426,020
(3,916,710)
(2,490,690)
677,020
(1,719,800)
(1,042,780)
98,650
0
98,650
2,224,265
(287,920)
1,936,345
161,150
0
161,150
2,718,710
(1,713,380)
1,005,330

592,640
(360,790)
231,850
1,426,790
(3,936,710)
(2,509,920)
639,880
(1,590,250)
(950,370)
98,760
0
98,760
2,221,515
(288,480)
1,933,035
163,530
0
163,530
2,616,750
(1,564,230)
1,052,520

(72,861)

(108,195)

19,405

Final Actuals
2019/20
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Summary by sub-service:

Worcester City Council - Income and Efficiencies Plan 2021-2024
Environment Committee
Project Title
Car park security service
Car parking
Advertising Income

2021/22
£'000

Notes

18 St Martins Gate to be open 24 hours
Cash collection reductions following introduction of
5 card payments
20 Car Park Advertising - 4 sites

Parking Enforcement

1 Lower stationery costs - now digital

Bereavement security service

5 Amend staff rotas for opening and closing gates

Bereavement income

5 New E Commerce provision with online shop

Trade Waste collections

20 Trade Waste 3.5% growth

Garden Waste collections

30 Garden waste, 8% growth

Pitch hire income

0
104

Update

2022/23
£'000

Notes

2023/24
£'000

Notes

Review completed but not considered
feasible.
Achieved

2 ditto

Under review. Opportunites limited
following pandemic.
Achieved
Review completed but not considered
feasible.
New website live.
Income lower due to pandemic. Future
opportunity.
Achieved. Pandemic increased the
number of new customers.

5 ditto

10 ditto

Increase in number of
17 bookings
8 Review of charges
32

10
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Allotments income

0

Appendix 2

Worcester City Council
Forecast Capital programme 2021/22

Appendix 3
Budgeted Financing 2021/22

Scheme

2021/22
Forecast

External
Grants

£000
319
417
394
1,000
87
922
546
209
53
119
5
1,085
635
50
50
314
2,358
488
1,586
20
75
140
182
18
277
61
2,100
22
668
30
327
50
1,468
75
122
16,273

1,172
922
546
209
1,053
635
50
50
314
2,358
488
1,586
420
9,804

-

Reserves &
Revenue
£000
11

S106
£000

Capital
Receipts

Borrowing
(MRP)

Total
Financing

£000
225
302
394

£000
83
116

£000
319
417
394
1,368
31
0
20
25
922
546
209
13
53
119
5
0
1,085
635
50
50
314
2,358
488
1,586
21
75
140
182
18
277
61
2,100
25
668
0
30
327
50
1,468
75
122
16,648

196
31
20
25

13
53
119
5
32
-

21
75
140
182
18
277
61
2,100
25
98
13
7
50

570
17

319
216

832

122
2,115

3,900

75
696

132
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Accelerated Towns Fund - 4 Copenhagen St
Accelerated Towns Fund - Community centre
Accelerated Towns Fund - Electric charging points
Arches Project
Arterial and Strategic Routes
Astwood Driveway Resurfacing
Astwood Graves
Astwood Offices Extension
BEIS Insulation 1b
BEIS Insulation 2
BEIS-External wall insulation
City Centre compactor bins
Commandery Project
Cromwell Crescent Park Improvements
Customer Service Hub
Diglis Project
Disabled Facilities Grants
FHSF - Connectivity and Public Realm
FHSF - The Cross Vacant Premises Scheme
Future High Streets Fund - Angel Place
Future High Streets Fund - Angel Place
Future High Streets Fund - Corn Exchange
Future High Streets Fund - Former Co-op
Future High Streets Fund - Trinity House
Guildhall Improvement Access
Hostile Vehicle Mitigation
Housing - Temporary Accommodation for vulnerable adults
Perdiswell Flooring
ICT Projects
Infrastructure Replace
Landscaping at Perdiswell
Loans to Third Parties
Memorial Garden
Ops Vehicle Replacement
Parks Electronic Signage
Pocket Park - Sanctuary Close/Hopton Street
Property 5-Year Plan
Public Realm
Sansome Walk Site Demolition
Litter Bins Project
Wheelie Bin Replacements

2021/22
Revised
Budget
£000
319
417
394
1,368
31
20
25
922
546
209
13
53
119
5
0
1,085
635
50
50
314
2,358
488
1,586
21
75
140
182
18
277
61
2,100
25
668
30
327
50
1,468
75
122
16,648
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WORCESTER CITY COUNCIL
CAPITAL PROGRAMME AND FINANCING 2021-26

Scheme

Arches Project

Appendix 4

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2021-26

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

1,397

0

0

0

0

1,397

100

0

0

0

0

100

25

0

0

0

0

25

8

0

0

0

0

8

688

688

688

688

688

3,438

0

1,000

0

0

0

1,000

Future High Streets Fund

16,820

7,596

3,089

521

0

28,026

Hostile Vehicle Mitigation

225

0

0

0

0

225

Housing - temporary accomodation

500

0

0

0

0

500

Infrastructure Replace

220

100

100

100

100

620

2,100

0

0

0

0

2,100

80

0

0

0

0

80

Ops Vehicle Replacement

609

671

1,025

1,020

1,056

4,381

Property 5-Year Plan

163

55

0

0

0

218

1,868

0

0

0

0

1,868

150

150

150

150

150

750

24,952

10,259

5,052

2,479

1,994

44,735

Astwood driveway resurfacing
Astwood offices extension
City Centre Compactor Bins
Disabled Facilities Grants
Food Waste Collection

Loans to Third Parties
Muslim Graves and Memorial Garden

Sansome Walk Site Demolition
Wheelie Bin Replacements - Domestic and Trade
TOTAL

Financing Source

External Grants
S106 Contributions
Earmarked Reserves
Capital Receipts
Revenue Financing
Borrowing
TOTAL

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2021-26

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

11,783

6,164

3,186

688

688

22,507

0

0

0

0

0

0

701

0

0

0

0

701

2,105

305

250

250

250

3,160

0

0

0

0

0

0

10,363

3,791

1,616

1,541

1,056

18,367

24,952

10,259

5,052

2,479

1,994

44,735

WORCESTER CITY COUNCIL
CITY PLAN SUMMARY - October 2021

Projects
Solar Panels
Trees
New playground at Perdiswell
Riverside
Improvements to Arterial Routes
Gateway Project (CPF19GWY)
Guildhall energy improvements
Environmental Strategy enabling budget
Place-based working
Total for this committee

Funding required for all committees

Committee
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment

80,000
20,000
100,000
174,800
100,000
20,000
106,272
100,000
85,000

-80,000
-20,000
-100,000
-53,816
-24,801
-20,000
-80,935
-20,000
-70,500

Forecast
Balance at
31/3/22
120,984
75,199
25,337
80,000
14,500

786,072

-470,052

316,020

Total
Allocation

4,734,845

Total spend
to date

-2,683,406

Progress

Project has begun and is continuing.
Project part completed and next steps under review
Work completed, balance of £25k is available and will be needed for MAG improvements
Project has begun and is continuing.
Project has begun and is continuing.

2,051,439

2,051,439
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Balance on City Plan Fund

Appendix 5

Worcester City Council
City Delivery Fund - update October 2021

Appendix 6

Amount
allocated

Enhanced public realm maintenance
including street and public space
cleaning, grounds maintenance and
grass cutting.

£250,000

Amount
committed
to date
£191,000

Progress update

Enhanced public waste collection
services including Saturday Skips and
increases in bins and collections.

£75,000

£50,000

Saturday skips are operating again but were already
budgeted. The £25,000 set aside can therefore be
reallocated. More litter bins are being arranged.

Improved and effective gull control
programme
.
More enforcement of parking outside
the city centre and planning issues.

£30,000

£30,000

Regular hawk flights in July/August. Removal of
rooftop nests in October.

£50,000

£30,000

Additional CEO on 12-month fixed term contract.
Lease of 1 small vehicle for 12-month period.

Subsidised parking to attract visitors to
key events and incentivise visitor
spend.

£50,000

£0

Options for Victorian Fayre and Christmas being
considered.

Street cleaning hit squad set up. 160 hanging
baskets fitted. Increase in staff resource for riverside
and parks. Riverside railings and handrails to be
repaired and painted.
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Agenda Item 8

Report to: Environment Committee, 2nd November 2021
Report of: Corporate Director, Operations, Homes and Communities

Subject:
1

PUBLIC BIN INVESTMENT PROGRAMME

Recommendations
That Committee:

1.1

Notes the contents of this report and approves the planned phased
approach to the Ward Improvement Plans for Public Bins.

1.2

Recommends to Council a supplementary estimate of £80,000 to the
Capital Programme in 2021/2022.

1.3

Delegates authority to the Corporate Director – Operations, Homes and
Communities to agree the programme of implementation in
consultation with the Chair and Vice-Chair of the Committee.

2

Background

2.1

A report was presented to Environment Committee on 26 January 2021
proposing improvements to the current provision of litter bins across the city
and introducing more public recycling bins. The Committee resolved that
officers would work with Members and produce Ward level action plans. These
plans would be brought back to a meeting of the Committee during 2021. The
report would identify the expenditure required to fulfil the proposed plans.

2.2

At its meeting of 8th June 2021 the Policy and Resources Committee approved
the allocation of £75,000 from the 2020/21 surplus for enhanced public waste
collection services including Saturday Skips and increases in bins and
collections. It was identified that £48,000 of this was required for bins and
collection improvements which would allow specific locations to be improved
and for additional locations to be added (Phase One) to resolve immediate
problems.

2.3

Following an initial analysis of Ward litter bin needs, the costs associated with
Phase One were identified as £80,000 and it was agreed with the Chair of the
Committee that £32,000 be re-allocated from other Environmental Operations
elements of the Fund to enable ordering of equipment and planning to
commence.
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2.4

Ward Member consultation commenced in August 2021. This consultation was
designed to agree the public bin improvements required immediately for Phase
One, and those to be carried out as Phase Two from April 2022 onwards.

3

Preferred Option for Public Bins

3.1

The scheme predominantly utilises a modern bin storage cabinet containing a
wheelie bin of either 140 litres or 240 litres, depending on the available
footprint. A smaller 80 litre bin with a traditional liner will be used in locations
where there is a significant footway restriction. Bin types are shown in
Appendix 1.

3.2

The wheelie bin cabinet was chosen by the Street Scene Task and Finish Group
as the preferred bin type and a procurement exercise was conducted to
determine costs across a range of similar styles. The bin selected provided best
value for the style and branding required.

3.3

It is proposed to undertake implementation using a two-phase approach. This
means that the work can be undertaken by the in-house minor works team
within the existing resources, thereby minimising the ongoing revenue impact of
the change. This will also allow time for the effectiveness of the city centre
recycling bins to be further assessed before committing resources to extend
recycling to additional locations.

3.4

The disadvantage is that the improvements will be achieved over 3 years and
this may result in variable quality of the bin stock, delays in achieving
efficiencies from collection round productivity gains, reduction in use of plastic
sack liners, and reduction in manual handling of sacks. Officers will however do
all within their powers to minimise these risks.
Phase One Implementation

3.5

The priorities for Phase One implementation, using the allocation of £80,000,
were agreed as; consolidation of multiple bins at a wide range of locations, with
an increase in capacity at those locations, and the introduction of additional bins
to new locations through dialogue with Ward Members.

3.6

The chart in Appendix 2 shows the current locations by Ward, detailing bin
quantities and capacity as at May 2021, and the proposal for Phase One
implementation during the remainder of 2021-22.

3.7

In summary, there will be a gain of 23 locations and an increase in bin
capacity/volume of 14,455 litres. Multiple bins in the same location plan to be
consolidated.

3.8

It is intended to undertake a communications exercise to inform residents about
the improvements and changes within their wards.
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Phase Two Implementation
3.9

Phase Two implementation will improve the bin stock further by the introduction
of new litter and recycling bins in more locations giving more capacity across
the city. In addition, there are 52 litter bins within Premier Parks which require
refurbishment and re-branding.

3.10 The provision of recycling bins has been assessed where recycling is most likely
to be generated, i.e. play areas, green open spaces and high-footfall pedestrian
thoroughfares.
3.11 The chart in Appendix 3 shows locations, bin quantities and capacity by Ward
for the whole scheme. The solar compaction bins in the city centre were
introduced as part of a different project and are excluded for this purpose.
3.12 In summary, there will be a gain of another 16 locations to achieve a total of 39
additional locations across the whole scheme and a further increase in bin
capacity/volume of 70,055 litres to take total bin capacity to 147,570 litres
(+134% compared to current capacity).
3.13 Phase Two is estimated is to take up to 3 years to implement if the work is
retained in-house and carried out by the Council’s Minor Works Unit.
3.14 The introduction of additional recycling bins will be scheduled once the service
has adapted to the additional number of locations and bin volumes resulting
from Phase One and the early stages of Phase Two, and determined more
efficient ways of working.
4

Alternative Options Considered

4.1

Remain with current arrangements
Advantages:
 No capital funding requirement.
Disadvantages:
 Minimal improvement in quality of bin stock or resilience in bin capacity.
 No expansion of public recycling.
 No reduction in manual handling of sacks.
 No reduction in use of plastic sack liners.
 No capacity in service for future growth/new development.
 Bin repairs/replacement limited to existing street furniture budget of
£15,000.

4.2. Install bins by specific location or bin type.
Advantages:
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Specific locations are prioritised, and all bins assessed for improvement in
one area, e.g. specific open spaces or all arterial routes.
Image and style consistent for each locality.
Reduced financial impact by targeting specific areas or routes on an
incremental basis.

Disadvantages:
 Slower improvement in collection round productivity.
 Inequitable improvement across City if location too specific.
 Improvements are realised over a longer period; e.g., quality of bin stock,
collection round productivity gains, reduction in use of plastic sack liners,
reduction in manual handling of sacks.
5

Implications

5.1

Financial & Budgetary Implications
Phase One of the programme can be delivered using previously approved
budgets drawn from the City Delivery Fund established at outturn 2020/21.
The estimated costs of Phase Two of the programme are £323,000. This phase
is to be implemented from April 2022 to March 2025 and, if the planned
approach is approved, will be included in the capital programme for 2022/23 –
2025/6 as part of the budget papers at February Council. Subject to approval of
this report and subsequent approval by Council the inclusion of Phase Two in
the capital programme and funded, in full, from borrowing the revenue impact
will be approximately £35,000 per annum assuming a ten-year life of the bins.
Phase One also comprises capital spending and should therefore be
recommended to Council for inclusion in the capital programme for the current
financial year. This would enable £80,000 of the City Delivery Fund to be
released for revenue projects, subject to the Policy & Resources Committee
approving the release of this funding and being carried forward, as necessary,
to 2022/23.
The revenue impact on repairing and replacement of the existing stock will
reduce as the programme is rolled out. This will release funding from the
existing budget of £15,000 which could be transferred to the maintenance of
other street furniture or released as an efficiency saving.

5.2

Legal and Governance Implications
As Principal Litter Authority, the City Council is responsible for the provision and
emptying of public bins along highways and in public spaces within the City
boundary.
The procurement procedure for litter bins is conducted in compliance with the
Council’s Procurement Code and the Public Contracts Regulations 2015.
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5.3

Risk Implications
The current bin stock will continue to deteriorate which will bring a health and
safety risk and a negative impact on the quality of the street scene
environment. There is a risk by not improving service collection arrangements
then the incidents of overflowing bins may increase.

5.4

Corporate/Policy Implications
This programme supports:

5.5



City Plan Theme: Sustaining and Improving our Assets.



Environmental Sustainability Strategy: The Resource Efficiency theme
within the Strategy states that the Council will seek to install further
recycling bins around the City. This will help to meet the Strategy’s
intention of increasing recycling of waste and follows the waste hierarchy.
In addition, the Strategy strives to build on the existing commitment to
phase out single use plastics.

Equality Implications
There are no negative equality implications envisaged.
There is no specific guidance in relation to design criteria for litter bins in
relation to the Equality Act 2010.

5.6

Human Resources Implications
There are no human resource implications associated with this report.

5.7

Health and Safety Implications
Public bins need to be well maintained and safe for public use. Health and
safety improvements will be achieved by reducing manual handling through the
expansion of mechanically lifted wheeled bins for litter collection. The public will
see fewer instances of overflowing bins and any health hazards this may
present.

5.8

Social, Environmental and Economic Implications
Social: Improved street scene, especially aesthetic improvements, as better bin
provision can improve the quality of life for residents and visitors to the City.
Environmental: Improved style, capacity and location of bins using one bin for
both litter and dog waste. Expansion of public recycling supports the Council’s
Environmental Sustainability Strategy to enable waste to be recycled whilst
people are out and sends out a clear message and reminder of the importance
to recycle.
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Economic: New bins will enhance the street scene across the City making
Worcester a more attractive location for residents and businesses, and a more
inviting destination for visitors.
Ward(s):
Contact Officer:

All
Tim Allen, Environmental Operations Project Manager
Tel: 01905 752981
Email: tim.allen@worcester.gov.uk

Background Papers:


Street Scene Transformation – Environment Committee, 31st October 2017



Street Scene Transformation - Update Report - Environment Committee,
29th May 2018



Capital Investment Programme – Litter Bins – Environment Committee,
26th January 2021
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APPENDIX 1
Bin styles
Litter bin cabinet with internal wheelie bin:

Public recycling bin:
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APPENDIX 2
BREAKDOWN OF CURRENT AND PROPOSED BINS BY WARD FOR PHASE ONE
LOCATIONS WITH MULTIPLE
BINS as at May '21

PHASE 1 2021-22

Current
Locations

Current
Litter and
Dog Bins

Current
Litter/Dog
Bin Capacity

Proposed
Locations

Proposed
Residual
Waste Bins

Proposed
Residual
Waste
Capacity

Arboretum

9

18

810

13

14

2310

Battenhall

8

17

755

10

10

2200

Bedwardine

10

22

1055

12

12

2090

Cathedral

15

31

1745

15

15

2610

Claines

10

21

1150

11

11

2485

Gorse Hill

2

4

145

3

3

420

Nunnery

9

19

730

10

10

2000

Rainbow Hill

2

4

140

3

3

620

St. Clement

6

12

1215

9

9

1630

St. John

11

22

1215

13

13

1940

St. Peter's Parish

11

24

1120

15

15

3300

St. Stephen

2

4

145

2

2

280

Warndon

4

11

420

6

6

1040

Warndon Parish
North

6

12

445

6

6

1340

Warndon Parish
South

11

24

960

11

11

2240

116

245

12050

139

140

26505

WARD

TOTALS
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APPENDIX 3
BREAKDOWN OF CURRENT AND PROPOSED BINS BY WARD FOR WHOLE CITY
(BOTH PHASES)
CITY CURRENT PROVISION as at May '21

CITY PROPOSED PROVISION

Current
Locations

Current
Litter and
Dog Bins

Current
Recycling
Bins

Current
Total
Capacity

Proposed
Locations

Proposed
Residual
Waste Bins

Proposed
Recycling
Bins

Proposed
Total
Capacity

Arboretum

45

55

0

4175

48

48

9

9460

Battenhall

23

33

0

1950

26

26

6

5860

Bedwardine

58

70

0

4745

65

65

13

13430

Cathedral

155

169

3

15995

157

157

22

30720

Claines

72

87

2

7255

77

81

16

14610

Gorse Hill

15

17

0

920

16

16

0

2220

Nunnery

53

64

0

3710

51

51

4

8140

Rainbow Hill

19

21

0

850

24

24

1

3900

St. Clement

40

47

0

4170

42

42

7

8000

St. John

66

78

2

7160

71

71

10

13850

St. Peter's Parish

38

55

0

3440

44

44

12

11340

St. Stephen

35

37

0

1545

35

35

0

4170

Warndon

35

42

0

2810

37

37

2

6250

Warndon Parish
North

32

39

0

1805

32

32

6

7320

Warndon Parish
South

37

52

0

2530

37

37

8

8300

723

866

7

63060

762

766

116

147570

WARD

TOTALS

Chart does not include City Centre compaction bins and recycling bins.
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Agenda Item 9

Report to: Environment Committee, 2nd November 2021
Report of: Corporate Director – Operations, Homes and Communities

Subject:
1.

ANNUAL GULL CONTROL REPORT 2021 AND PROPOSED 2022 GULL
CONTROL WORK PROGRAMME

Recommendation
That Committee:

1.1

Notes the work undertaken during 2021, and

1.2

Approves the Proposed Gull Control Work Programme for 2022 as detailed
in Section 3 of the Report and recommends to Policy and Resources
Committee an additional £40,000 funding from reserves.

2.

Background

2.1

There are many negative aspects to having an urban gull population breeding in
Worcester, including fouling of buildings, paving, vehicles and people, damage to
buildings, injury from attacks and fear of gull attacks. Similar to previous years,
sleep disruption due to early morning calls from gulls continues to be the main
source of complaint as reported to the Council. Two-thirds of complainants cite
persistent sleep disruption as their primary concern and about one-third contacted
the Council about gull attacks. In many cases, complainants were concerned about
the multiple negative effects of urban gulls.

2.2

Gull control work in Worcester City is primarily undertaken by Worcestershire
Regulatory Services (WRS) with support from colleagues within the council including,
Communications, Planning and Environmental Operations. The city is home to a
significant population of Lesser Black-Backed Gulls which generally favour nesting on
large flat roofs and a smaller population of Herring Gulls which generally prefer
nesting on chimney stacks or roof ledges.

2.3

All wild birds, their young, eggs and nest are protected under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981. There are some provisions which allow landowners to engage
authorised personnel to act contrary to the Act (known as a Section 4 defence). This
requires the application to Natural England (NE) for a licence for permission to
undertake lethal control of gulls which would otherwise be illegal acts. The provisions
of the Act are specific in determining when a licence application for lethal control
(including egg and nest removal) is valid.

2.4

A programme of gull control activities to be undertaken by the Council during 2021
was approved at Environment Committee on 27 October 2020. Additional funding of
£37,000 was agreed during 2021/22 which enabled additional work to be undertaken
on top of that set out in the original work programme.
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This report provides an update on all the gull control work undertaken and proposes
actions for next year’s breeding season to build on the work done to date.
3.

Gull Control 2021 - Annual Report

3.1

Summary

3.1.1 Despite COVID regulations and guidance restricting much of the activity undertaken
and issues with the licensing regime which are detailed below, 2021 has been a
successful year in terms of gull control and actions to prevent negative impacts of
birds for future years. In 2021-22 match funding by residents and businesses
contributed an additional £7,550 in support of the gull control work on top of the
Council’s budget and some householders also paid for gull exclusion measures. This
reflects strong collaborative working with local residents and businesses which has
resulted in a number of improvements as detailed in the report.
3.2

Nest and Egg removal

3.2.1 The measures proposed for 2021 were primarily focused on reducing the success of
breeding of gulls in the city. Following removal of the General Licences in 2019 we
have relied on applications for individual licences. Where approved, these provide the
ability to tackle nests on specific individual rooves that have been identified as
adversely affecting Public Health and Safety. It is a long and inefficient process often
meaning eggs have hatched by the time a licence is granted to remove eggs. To
counter these issues, we have made arrangements for gull control work to go ahead,
assuming a licence would be granted so that we could act as soon as it was.
However, sometimes licences were not approved or significantly delayed. In
addition, applying for individual licences requires time consuming resubmission of
‘generic’ supporting information which has been provided for previous submissions
such as medical advice on the impact on health from sleep deprivation due to gull
noise and the population information from our gull survey as two examples.
3.2.2 As a result, we engaged with NE to explain our experiences and the difficulties and
frustrations that the current licence process presented. Consequently, they agreed
to trial a new version of the licence to be granted to Worcester City Council as an
‘Organisational Licence’. Bath and North East Somerset Council were also chosen to
trial the licence. A significant volume of ‘generic’ and site-specific evidence was
provided to support the impact on Public Health and Safety that was caused by the
birds nesting in the sites identified as those covered by the licence. The
Organisational Licence granted to Worcester was provided late (in terms of breeding
season) and was limited in terms of number of birds, nests, eggs and chicks that
could be legally taken under the licence and geographical extent. Whilst the
Organisational Licence theoretically covered the whole city, it was only specific areas
that were agreed in advance based on our knowledge from last year and evidence
gathered to pass the legal test. Gull control in other areas, outside of those approved
in advance, would require evidence to be submitted (and approved by NE) for
proposed action at each individual property in advance.
3.2.3 Unfortunately, the quota limit of eggs that could be taken under the organisational
licence was insufficient to enable public health and safety to be maintained by the
time the birds began laying.
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Whilst commencing with the gull control work we immediately engaged in
communication with NE on the possibility of increasing the limit which became more
pressing once nest and egg removal commenced as we identified more nests being
made than predicted on specific roofs included in the licence. Feedback received
from NE was one of understanding for our situation and that the licence could in
theory be increased whilst staying within the ethos of the intent of the NE in setting
the organisational licence quota limit, and that additional action would be required to
be taken to continue to protect public health and safety.
3.2.4 That additional work and any subsequent work could not be completed under the
organisational licence. Thus to enable gull control work to continue, the process of
application for individual licences on areas covered by the now-suspended
organisational licence as well as other areas was commenced. Whilst NE did not
automatically approve the individual licences (despite the same weight of evidence
being provided), all 15 applied for were eventually approved (note these amounted
to more nest and eggs being removed than permitted under the organisational
licence). Despite delays, increased costs and difficulties with process, an effective
programme of nest and egg removal was undertaken in the city.
3.2.5 Figure 1 below provides context for the number of nests, eggs and chicks removed
this year.
Control method

Work in Worcester for 2021

Work in Worcester for 2020

Nest removal

141

2*

Egg removal

223 eggs destroyed

56

Chick removal

29 chicks rehabilitated

4**

*The primary strategy in 2020 was egg removal (and replacement with dummy
eggs) which involved leaving the nest in situ. This was not possible at one property
where nest and egg removal was used instead; one nest was removed on two
occasions here. Egg replacement was changed in 2021 in favour of nest and egg
removal as the method of licensed lethal control.
**Two chicks were humanely despatched under licence (Debenhams, High St)
following a spate of aggressive attacks; this was before arrangements were able to
be put in place for rehabilitation.
3.3

Gull Proofing

3.3.1 It is recognised that the most effective way of removing the negative impact of gulls
is by removing the ability for them to perch and nest around the sensitive location.
In fact, it is a requirement of any NE licence for nest and egg removal that gull
proofing measures are undertaken so that there is no need for a licence application
in the future. If this is not done, NE require a convincing explanation as to why nonlethal gull management measures cannot be put in place before any future licence
for lethal control would be granted.
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Gull proofing also supports the City’s integrated gull management strategy in that we
can demonstrate to NE that we are using non-lethal gull management measures
where possible, and that we only apply for licences for lethal control on properties
where for practical or economic reasons there is no alternative. This helps ensure
licence applications where needed are successful.
3.3.2 Recognising the benefits in doing this, we have used our activities (in nest and egg
removal) to help subsidise the cost for residents in having gull proofing undertaken
where this has been possible. For 13 properties where the Council were undertaking
nest and egg removal, we used the opportunity for the landowner to pay the
contractor to fit gull proofing measures whilst present with the necessary mobile
elevated working platform (cherry picker) at the time of nest and egg removal. In
most cases this involved fitting a steel mesh cage around chimney pots, excluding
gulls from the ability to nest there.
3.3.3 There were a number of properties where that was not possible and officers are
working with those landowners to identify a suitable solution and financial
opportunity to undertake the works.
3.4

Nest removal and roof clearance

3.4.1 With additional funding being provided this year, a programme of nest removal and
roof clearance of debris was commenced in October. It is expected that such activity
will reduce the success of gulls breeding and landowners are encouraged to do this
to comply with insurance requirements as well as it being an appropriate gull control.
It makes the roof look less like an appropriate nesting location by confirming that the
roof is accessible and that any nest there will be vulnerable to human presence. It
also makes the process of nest building harder. Removing nest material means the
birds must start from scratch, delaying egg laying and causing additional work and
energy loss for the birds.
3.4.2 Whereas some landowners can undertake this via internal access points, the nature
of some buildings in the city means that is not possible and requires the use of
elevated working platforms which is the greatest cost in undertaking this work.
Members will be aware of the deployment of the UK’s largest tracked lateral reach
‘cherry picker’ in action undertaking this work at certain locations in the city centre,
Britannia Square and Lower Wick. However, it provides an opportunity at the same
time to review nesting locations, map newly identified nests and assess
appropriateness for gull exclusion opportunities and discussion with property owners.
3.4.3 Gull exclusion measures have been developed this year using galvanised steel
‘weldmesh’. Exclusion cages can be fabricated and tailored in situ to fit over smaller
nest sites. In order to experiment with and perfect the designs, and to encourage
property owners to invest in non-lethal gull control, the Council has worked with
landowners where several properties can be covered at the same time. Two principal
designs have been developed: a chimney top cage with a domed roof that covers
common nesting sites between chimney pots and an A-frame, triangular cage used
to deny access to the ‘notch’ at the rear base of chimney stacks where the brickwork
meets the pitched roof. Both main designs are discrete in appearance, durable and
can be easily removed should maintenance on the building be required. Sixteen gull
exclusion cages have fitted this year, including two at the Guildhall.
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3.5

Disturbance

3.5.1 We have focused our efforts in sensitive locations with problematic nesting birds. We
have encouraged residents and tenants to increase their presence around nesting
locations prior to nest construction with the aim of creating an environment
unsuitable for nesting that does not require any lethal control (nest, egg or chick
removal). This approach was successful in Britannia Square in 2020 and with a
coordinated approach, including the use of hawks, it was concluded that birds did not
displace to adjacent roofs and this approach could be replicated in other areas.
3.5.2 All birds that do not hide their nest attempt to do so in a safe location away from
predators or damage. Increased human presence and creation of disturbance
provides an additional stress factor to the birds in sensitive locations. Experience to
date suggests that this is most effective immediately prior to nesting whilst birds are
selecting a nesting location. Residents in Britannia Square who previously undertook
this activity were encouraged to repeat it in 2021.
3.5.3 In order to evaluate the separate effects of nest interventions and hawking as gull
management approaches, the latter was withdrawn from Britannia Square in 2021.
Licences were obtained for nest and egg removal at the four known nest sites in the
Square (site approval under the Organisational Licence and a subsequent individual
licence). The nest interventions alone this year ensured that to the best of our
knowledge, no chicks were produced in Britannia Square this year. Nests and eggs
were removed from three of the four nest sites. At one property where there was a
nest in 2020, the nesting pair appeared to have a periodic presence, but they did not
establish a nest. If the gulls observed were indeed the 2020 nesting pair, it is
suggested that they were testing the safety and ongoing suitability of their former
nest site. This may have been due to the combined disturbance effect of nest
interventions and hawking in 2020 but they may also have been aware of the nest
and egg removals taking place a short distance away in 2021, and considered it
unsafe to nest. It is not known whether the pair established a nest elsewhere this
year. Two of the Britannia Square nest sites are now protected against further
nesting. One of the remaining properties cannot be proofed for practical reasons and
nest and egg removal (lethal control) may have to continue in 2022. We are
currently exploring a way of protecting the fourth nest site should the gulls which did
not nest there this year decide to do so in the future.
3.5.4 At the breeding colony near Heron Close, Lower Wick several loud hailers and a
flagpole with a red flag were used to create a disturbance, in the absence of the
ability to access the roofs where the birds are nesting. This was done by local
residents and a local company working together. In the absence of the ability to
access a commercial roof used for nesting, a set of steps up to an existing elevated
platform was used by the company’s staff to use a loud hailer from and make roof
checks with a torch in the lead up to the nesting season. Observations show that all
the birds this year were nesting on the far side of the roofs away from the
disturbance activity suggesting that the activity had a positive impact.
3.6

Complementary Hawking in high sensitivity areas

3.6.1 Complementary hawking was undertaken at numerous locations around the city
centre, including RGS and St Oswald’s, K1 & K2 buildings, Crown Green Court, The
Whitehouse Hotel, The Guildhall and High Street, Copenhagen St, Fish St, College
Yard, Worcester Royal Porcelain Works, Museum of Royal Worcester, Chamberlain
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Court, Austin Court, St Wulstan's Court and Albion Mill. Areas were targeted based
on problematic nesting birds and where landowners or tenants assisted through
match funding the activity with the Council.
3.6.2 Hawking took place from 22nd March 2021 for four days a week and 8 hours a day
with diminishing intensity over the weeks until mid-May, then following additional
funding being sourced, continuing from July into September. The impact of the
hawking is difficult to evidence directly because it is used alongside other gull
deterrents and control methods. However, residents of areas where hawking took
place during the breeding season said they believed it had a positive impact ‘in
quietening things down’. It is known that regular breeding pairs returned to nest in
their traditional locations despite the hawks, but there is anecdotal evidence to
suggest that they stayed away for longer before coming to nest and new pairs were
put off. For example, RGS, St Oswald’s and the K2 building had no new pairs
choosing to nest there. The later starting date for regular breeding pairs to nest may
be a result of weather conditions or other factors so a longer-term review of this is
required.
3.6.3 Whilst it is obvious that the early breeding season hawking may deter birds from
nesting in a location, the later flying of hawks was targeted at encouraging those
chicks that have successfully fledged this year and immature birds (1-4 years old) to
depart earlier. Herring and Lesser Black-backed Gulls generally migrate in the
autumn to Spain, Portugal and north Africa returning in early spring, although some
younger birds may remain in the UK and overwinter. The later hawking continues to
create a less comfortable space for gulls in the city and we have had reported by
residents that it has helped to create a quieter environment this year.
3.7

Chick Removal

3.7.1 Where harm to public health and safety has been established and a licence was
granted, chicks were removed from nests. Twelve chicks were removed from nests
across the city due to public health and safety concerns caused by aggressive
activity by the parent birds and chronic sleep deprivation for residents caused by
overnight noise.
3.7.2 In addition to the above chicks, six flightless chicks were taken mainly at street level
in urban areas to reduce the likelihood of defensive attacks against humans and
potential road traffic accidents. The birds were collected and taken to a rehabilitation
centre for release elsewhere.
3.7.3 All 23 chicks were rehabilitated and released away from the city. The birds were
fitted with identification rings to aid knowledge about urban gull behaviour. It is not
known whether urban hatched birds will predictably return to an urban setting to
breed. Additionally, whilst male birds tend to return to the colony where they
hatched to breed when mature (around age 4), it is assumed those taken as chicks
in Worcester and rehabilitated elsewhere were too young to identify the location of
their hatching to return to it.
3.8

Removal of Feeding Opportunities

3.8.1 Whilst the significance of local feeding opportunities is not considered a primary
reason for the birds being in the city, reducing these is seen as a way of encouraging
foraging elsewhere and thus reducing the impact of their presence in the city.
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3.8.2 The Gull Officer has been tackling obvious opportunities for the gulls to feed
including liaison with landowners to assist in ensuring suitable waste provision is
installed as was the case for a property in Copenhagen Street.
3.8.3 The City Council have introduced a PSPO for intentional feeding of gulls and have
continued the roll out of more appropriate waste bins to eliminate feeding
opportunities. Both of these activities are subject to separate reporting.
3.9

Planning Guidance

3.9.1 Work has continued to develop the practical guidance required to support the
planning policy in the draft South Worcestershire Development Plan. The guidance
drafted has been influenced by our experiences of identifying where gulls like to
nest, accessibility requirements and roof design and materials which are not
favoured by gulls to nest or perch.
3.10

The Gull Forum

3.10.1

Meetings of the Forum have continued in a similar pattern to previous years, with
one set before the gull season in March 2021 outlining what all organisations were
proposing and another held in October 2021 on experiences and learning.

3.10.2

Unfortunately, most businesses or organisations were unable to deliver any gull
control outside of working with WRS and the Council due to the COVID-19
restrictions and economic concerns. Traditionally a mixture of egg and nest
removal and hawking is undertaken by some of the larger landowners in the city
but due to either restricted access or issues with the NE licences, none was
undertaken. The bunting usually erected by Worcester BID similarly was not used
during most of the breeding season this year. However, some bunting was
installed throughout much of the pedestrianised area in the city centre in August.

3.11
3.11.1

3.11.2

Research
How design discourages nesting.
Following discussions with the University of Worcester, a research project looking
at how materials and shape may discourage gull nesting was commenced this
year. A literature search has been completed with the conclusion that there is little
documented evidence on this subject and, where it is, the examples are
anecdotal, small scale and not scientific. Officers are working with the University
to develop this project using examples in the city to evidence behaviour patterns
and provide a base for the planning guidance being developed.
WRS collaborated with the managers of a large retirement apartment complex in
Barbourne to test the effects of a red roof surface in deterring nesting. A very
large, flat roof valley where there had been two gull nests in 2020 was cleaned
and given a bright red durable coating just prior to the nesting season. This
appeared to work in deterring the two existing gull pairs and possibly any new
pairs from nesting on the roof valley. One of the pairs nested elsewhere on the
building – a short distance away on dark brown roof tiles and behind a vent. The
building was clear of other gull nests, so it is assumed that the other pair moved
elsewhere. This fund-matched experiment suggests that gulls may prefer not to
nest on red surfaces, although further scientifically based research would need to
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take place to demonstrate that it was the red surface that changed the gulls’
behaviour. Additionally, this method is expensive, and the red surface must be
kept clean, bright and shiny and other parts of the building must be secured to
make it effective
3.11.3

Scarborough Borough Council had proposed in 2021 the launch of a match-funding
scheme for property owners to install gull exclusion measures in the town centres
of Filey, Whitby and Scarborough, using approved contractors. WRS officers have
investigated this scheme. It appears that this scheme is yet to start. The success
and effectiveness of this project will be reviewed if launched, to establish whether
their experiences can help influence our work.
Review of egg oiling.

3.11.4

Officers reviewed reports of success using biodegradable corn oil dispensed from
drones for the purposing of egg oiling. Following investigation by the Gull Officer,
it was established that the reports were not as reliable as hoped as it was a small
and unscientific report and experts were considering it not as relevant in a UK
setting particularly in the west of the country due to the higher rainfall. Like egg
replacement, egg oiling may help to perpetuate the gull colony by allowing nests
to remain in situ. The presence of existing nests encourages other newly arrived
gulls to nest nearby to gain the benefit of safety in numbers.
Gull Behaviour review

3.11.5

As with many of the research projects, this is an ongoing study involving ringing
of new birds and review of sightings of existing ringed birds. This breeding season
54 birds were colour-ringed on rooftops where licensing issues meant nests and
eggs were not removed prior to hatching. In addition, the 37 chicks recovered by
the Council’s contractors and taken for rehabilitation were all ringed prior to
release at Newnham on the Severn Estuary.

3.11.6

Observations of birds ringed in 2020 in Worcester show records mostly from Spain
and Portugal with a few UK sightings. The surprise was one male bird recorded in
Madrid in February then Limerick in June. Recent observations show six of the
2021 Worcester chicks in northern Portugal, two in Leicestershire and two in
Wiltshire. Ten of the rehabilitated chicks have so far been spotted by the British
Trust for Ornithology’s (BTO) international network of observers: six in Lisbon,
Portugal and single birds in Lower Court, Wiltshire, Weymouth, Barry and
Ilfracombe. This is a long-term project as gulls do not breed for the first few
years, so the most interesting results will be in year 2024 when birds first ringed
in Worcester in 2020 may potentially return to breed. It is then when we will
hopefully identify where they have chosen to nest.

3.11.7

A decision was taken not to fit transmitters to birds this year. The cost of fitting
transmitters was considered not value for money when compared with likelihood
of success in achieving our objectives. Without the ability to fit transmitters to a
significant number of birds we would only be getting anecdotal evidence of what
the birds do, where they go to feed and migrate to based on a small number of
birds. There is also a high likelihood of battery or equipment failure or loss.
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4.

Proposed gull control strategy and work programme for 2022 breeding
season

4.1

Building on the successes and knowledge developed this year the following proposals
set out what can be achieved within the existing budget and with additional funding
in the event that it is made available. The actions presented provide a systematic
and effective gull management strategy for 2022 that can be incorporated into a
long-term strategy. It considers the prevailing legal and ethical environment and
what can be achieved at a practical level in light of our experiences. The activities
are grouped by activities that will address specific gull issues next year and longerterm actions to create an environment where the negative impact of gulls is
minimised. Costs associated with each activity are specified in the Financial
Implications section.

4.2

Lobbying for a change in Natural England’s gull conservation policies

4.2.1 Elected Members are asked to consider lobbying national government for a change
to, or relaxation of, Natural England’s current approach to the licensing of ‘lethal’ gull
control in urban areas. Natural England is an executive agency of Defra; the Rt Hon
George Eustice being Secretary of State.
4.2.2 Natural England’s approach to licence application approvals helps maintain urban
areas as refugia or safe, protected breeding areas for the lesser black-backed gull
and the herring gull. It is likely this approach is taken because both species in their
natural-nesting (rural coastal) environments are in decline. Natural England contend
that for species conservation reasons they must be very cautious about licensing
lethal gull control in urban areas; this they say, is because they do not have reliable
data to show that urban-nesting gulls are not in decline. The lack of reliable
population data makes the role of the regulator (NE) difficult to the process
applications and issue licences, causing delays and refusals.
4.2.3 From the perspective of preserving public health and public safety the current
licensing regime is not fit for purpose, and wasteful of public funds. This is because
the licensing process frequently fails to permit timely action to be taken, does not
always allow such action despite compelling evidence, and it absolutely minimises
and/or imposes ‘sustainability’ limits on the number of nests and eggs that can be
taken at specific times thereby severely reducing the effectiveness of the action
taken. On a more positive note though, Natural England’s approach as become more
flexible over the year as more liaison has taken place and as there has been good
dialogue around the various issues.
4.2.4 Where licences are granted, they are solely for a site-specific purpose in preserving
public health or safety and they are not intended to permit any form of wider gull
population control. However, a change in policy to permit lethal control via
systematic nest and egg removal from residential areas for example, would begin to
allow active participants in gull control to take much more effective action in
managing where gulls nest are and the issues arising therefrom.
4.3

Gull Population Survey

4.3.1 In order for effective gull management, evaluation and decision-making to take place
it is essential to continue to have accurate measures of the size, distribution, and
species mix of the gull population; and to know rates of change over time. The 2020
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census was pivotal in supporting applications to Natural England for lethal control
because we could demonstrate that gull numbers in Worcester were very healthy
from a conservation perspective. It is proposed to commission an expert to
undertake a city-wide gull population survey in 2022 using the same methodology as
2020.
4.4

Gull Data Exchange and other cooperation between local authorities at a
regional level

4.4.1 There is much connectivity between urban gull colonies in the River Severn basin.
They supply each other with migrant gulls and any management activity in one
location might be quickly undone by a lack of such action elsewhere. NE has also
used this inter-dependence and doubts about precise gull population levels and rates
of change in urban areas of the Severn basin to limit the number of gull nests in
Worcester even when it has been accepted that there is a demonstrable public health
or public safety issue at a specific site.
4.4.2 For these reasons it is recommended that a regional inter-local authority gull forum
is re-established. Historically a Severn Estuary Gull Liaison Group operated until
2016 and was useful in sharing knowledge. A revived group in the current legislative
context would help provide a powerful lobbying voice with central government;
coordinate and conduct gull surveys in the region’s major urban centres; share
knowledge, expertise and intelligence on gull-related matters; raise awareness of the
urban gulls issue; achieve scale economies in relation to the management of gulls by
sharing resources and officers. For this to work and be effective Worcester would
need to take a lead in setting this up.
4.5

Reactive gull nest, egg and chick removal capability

4.5.1 It is recommended that the ability to engage in the licensed removal of gull nests,
eggs and chicks in reaction to legitimate complaints about public health and safety is
retained. This will allow the Council to respond, and be seen to respond, to serious
public health and safety issues as they arise – especially where nests have appeared
in new locations. Over the past two gull nesting seasons, we have developed the
capability to obtain licences for this purpose from NE and, in partnership with our
contractors, to physically enact the recoveries in an efficient, effective and humane
manner from almost all locations. In order to ensure that gull chick recoveries reach
the highest ethical standards, birds are taken to a rehabilitation centre for upkeep
and eventual release into the wild in a rural coastal environment.
4.5.2 This partnership working also includes the ringing of the chicks before release. This
is in order that the BTO can monitor their survival rates and patterns of movement.
The nest and egg removal work is proposed as two days of multiple site visits,
repeated on four occasions at 21-day intervals. Our experience this year has been
that gulls can return up to four times to the same nest site to re-establish the nest
and re-lay eggs. Where possible, to reduce long term costs and satisfy NE licence
conditions, we would attempt to persuade the property owner to install gull exclusion
devices such as steel mesh. It is proposed that access costs would be included in the
costs incurred during nest and egg removal but the property owner would cover the
cost of exclusion measures required at their property.
4.5.3 We would also anticipate alternative nest sites nearby that the gulls might displace
to, particularly those roofs with the same design and therefore nesting opportunities.
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In these cases, we would attempt to encourage and assist the property owners in
undertaking gull exclusion measures.
4.6

Subsidised Gull Proofing Scheme

4.6.1 Owners of properties where there are known gull nests would be invited to take part
in the scheme in which the Council would pay for access and the property owner
would pay for the proofing and installation. In most cases this would involve the
installation of bespoke, galvanised steel cages over the nest site such as the tops of
chimney stacks, between the bases of chimneys stacks and roof ridges, over small
roof valleys and covering the voids behind roof parapets.
4.6.2 As referred to above, owners of alternative nesting sites nearby would also be invited
to take part in the scheme. In this way, gulls would be denied access to obvious
nesting sites within specific areas. The aim of the scheme would be to target gull
nests in locations where public health and safety concerns have been established as
well as sensitive locations. It will be strictly a ‘by invitation scheme’ operated by
WRS on behalf of the Council to ensure that access is feasible without incurring
excessive costs, it is within budget and action taken is consistent with the overall gull
management strategy for 2022.
4.6.3 The scheme would be operated outside of the nesting season and would therefore
benefit from not requiring a licence from NE. This work would demonstrate the
commitment of the Council, businesses and residents in non-lethal forms of gull
management where possible and support licence applications where that is not
possible. The use of steel mesh gull exclusion as delivered during 2021, should in
particular provide a semi-permanent solution that is likely to reduce both long term
direct gull management costs for the Council and the wider indirect costs of gull
activity in the city. Whilst not requiring maintenance itself, the steel meshing can be
unscrewed and fixed again to allow maintenance to taken place by the property
owner.
4.6.4 As described above, this approach has been delivered successfully during 2021 and
so a review will be undertaken to confirm the assumption that the proofing installed
is delivering an effective control.
4.6.5 Focusing on locations already identified as having problematic gull pairs breeding
and to support wider areas around locations where gull proofing has already been
undertaken, it is proposed to invite the owners of up to 28 properties in four city
locations to take part in this scheme in 2022. Other locations would be considered on
an ad hoc basis following experiences of the breeding season and available funding.
4.7

Development of Gull nest exclusion zones

4.7.1 The wider work included in the 2022 gull control activities would begin to form areas
with significant deterrents to gull nesting. It is proposed that these are actively
‘managed’ through cooperation between the Council, businesses and residents to
provide an area that is not suitable for gull nesting. These would form three
experimental gull nest exclusion or close management zones. These zones would be
in places particularly sensitive to the effects of nesting gulls, and where there are
demonstrable public health and safety effects, but also other social, economic and
environmental impacts.
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4.7.2 The intention would be to totally exclude and systematically deter gulls from nesting
within these small defined areas. This would be achieved through a mixture of
exclusion devices such as steel mesh, netting, spikes and regular human presence
around the nest sites. The success of the scheme would be dependent on the
Council’s success at persuading and obtaining the active participation of landowners,
businesses and residents. On buildings where for reasons of cost and/or lack of
cooperation from property owners, licensed nest and egg removal would take place
with complementary deterrent hawking. A further aspect of this intention is to
permanently de-establish these zones as nesting sites. The theory behind this is
based on expert advice from Dr Coulson, formerly Professor at Durham University
and consultant to Dumfries and Galloway Council that, for safety reasons, gulls wish
to nest in areas where there are other gull nests, and that any management plan
must exclude all nests from an area to be truly effective. The theory being that as
colony nesters, if gulls are allowed to remain, they will attract others.
4.7.3 Three Gull nest exclusion zones are proposed.
The Tything
4.7.4 The residents of this area have experienced significant health and safety issues
relating to nesting gulls for many years. The exclusion zone would consolidate
licensed nest interventions undertaken in the last two years and significantly reduce
ongoing gull management in the area. There are currently known to be 15 regularly
nesting pairs of birds in this area. The proposals of gull netting, steel mesh cages
and nest and egg removal to include co-funding of some activities by businesses in
the locality.
Weir Lane/Lower Wick
4.7.5 One commercial property has around 35 gull nests, with the birds causing significant
problems for residents in terms of sleep disturbance and aggressive attacks. This
large sub-colony also appears to be encouraging new nesting pairs to establish in the
surrounding residential areas. The focus in this location will primarily involve a
combination of deterrent and disruption measures because of the large, fragile
asbestos roofs of the main breeding site.
4.7.6 Pre-season clearance of nesting material has already been undertaken during
September 2021, but for the 2022 breeding season a 12m temporary access tower
will be erected overlooking the nests to enable disruption activities (to include daily
human presence enhanced with use of agri-lasers, lights, roof tapping with poles and
recorded gull distress calls). This will be complemented with late winter/early spring
deterrent hawking and nest and egg removal during the breeding season.
Additionally, in this specific location gull spike installation on lampposts will be
attempted to deny gulls and platforms for use as ‘sentry’ or ‘attack’ points.
Fish Street/Copenhagen Street
4.7.7 This is proposed as the Guildhall, High Street frontages on both sides from The
Guildhall to Fish Street, Copenhagen Street east of Deansway and Fish Street. There
are around 40 nests in this location with a significant health impact from some birds
and wider social, economic and environmental impacts from the gull colony here.
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The Guildhall is included to allow the good practice employed here by the Council to
be incorporated into wider benefit for and expanded upon working with neighbouring
landowners and tenants.
4.7.8 Gull proofing is proposed at The Guildhall from nesting gulls but not possible due to
costs and fragility of the roofs at Stallard and St Helen’s Church sites. As a result
nest and egg removal will be continued. Working with landowners and residents it is
hoped to install gull exclusion measures at other properties within this area. There
are a number of properties in this area which are yet to be included with the gull
control work and contact will be made to explore opportunities. Deterrent
complementary hawking is proposed early in the breeding season.
4.7.9 In order to properly evaluate the zones they would need to be maintained in at least
the medium term possibly 3 – 5 years. The initial one-off costs identified below are
to set up the exclusion zones, future revenue implications will be considered as the
effectiveness of the approach is reviewed.
4.8

Deterrent Hawking

4.8.1 Continuing trials of deterrent hawking are proposed to work in concert with the other
gull management measures. In the light of our experience this calendar year it is
proposed that the 2022 programme will include funding from this year’s budget to
provide hawking from an earlier starting date to deter earlier arrivals ‘prospecting’
for new sites and gulls displaced by exclusion measures. The recommendation is for
the programme to run five days per working week from Monday 15 February 2022 to
Friday 14 May 2022.
4.8.2 The sites where the hawks are deployed would include the 2021 sites and additional
locations (subject to property owners match-funding as previously for hawking post
April 2022). To include:













Fountain Place, St George’s Square, and Shrubbery Road and Avenue
Cumberland St, Lansdowne St
Britannia Square, Albany Terrace and York Place
RGS, St Oswald’s Hospital
The Tything – K1 and K2
Crown Green Court and St Mary’s Street
Foregate St, High St, Broad St and the city centre
The Guildhall
Spring Gardens, St Martin’s Gate car park, Pheasant St
College Yard and Old Palace
Royal Worcester site, including Austin Court, St Wulstan’s Court and Albion
Mill
Weir Lane.

4.8.3 Given the number of sites to be covered, a five day per week programme would be
needed to ensure sufficient coverage for each site. The sites have been selected in
according to their gull activity and human sensitivity to gulls.
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4.9

Development of Planning Guidance and street enhancements

4.9.1 Obliging the ‘designing-out’ of gull nesting opportunities in new buildings and in
extensions, changes of use and refurbishments should be a priority. Whilst gulls
continue to make use of new nesting niches on Worcester’s large stock of traditional
buildings, the building of new commercial and industrial premises within and just
beyond the city boundaries afford further opportunities for the gull colony to grow.
WRS will continue to work with Planning Policy colleagues to complete drafting of the
guidance.
4.9.2 In addition to building design, consideration will also be given to street scene
adaptations that can influence gull behaviour. Evidence from our work in the city will
help shape this guidance which will assist urban planning colleagues with urban
planning design. Swooping and food-snatching by gulls appear to be significantly
reduced where there are physical barriers to flight in the pedestrianised streets of
the city centre. The trees in High Street outside Boots and the former Debenhams
store and Worcester BID’s bunting appear to have a positive impact. Similarly, the
catering concentration close to Huntingdon Hall with its trees and canopies is
relatively free from swooping gulls.
4.10 Ensure feeding opportunities are not available to gulls
4.10.1

Officers will continue to work with the public, businesses, Worcester BID and other
organisations to limit the amount of food and waste food available for gulls. This
will include ensuring that businesses and individuals comply with regulations
regarding the storage of waste prior to collection, including the over-filling of bins;
continuing to roll out the replacement of closed top litter bins with open apertures
with the completely gull-proof design; maintaining frequency of street litter
collections to routinely include evenings when much takeaway food waste is
dropped – gulls have often already taken the food from the packaging by the time
it is picked up the following morning; and the evening litter patrols target areas
where significant food waste is dropped.

5.

Alternative Options Considered but not recommended for 2022/23

5.1

End of season nest removal

5.1.1 2021/22 cherry pickers were hired, with associated street permits, for five days at
the end of September to clear that year’s nests from as many of the city centre
buildings as possible.
5.1.2 There are many benefits to this activity. It allows an opportunity to identify precise
locations of city centre nests, some of which will not be known of previously and
provides accurate data on the number of nests in the city centre. From this
knowledge we can plan gull exclusion measures, proactively contact property owners
to encourage action to be taken. This all would make the city a less attractive
location to nest in as the gull would have to work much harder, fly further and
expend more energy in 2022 to find nesting material for the nests.
5.1.3 This work would require an estimated additional £11,000. At this stage, therefore, it
is proposed to concentrate on the gull exclusion zone activity and to focus existing
and new requested resources on the activities outlined in the proposals above.
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A further report will be brought to committee to consider this additional once the
impact of the other new initiatives has been assessed.
5.2

Enhanced Bunting in the city centre

5.2.1 It is not proposed to increase the density of the bunting recently installed in the city
centre. There could be benefits to increasing the density with improved effectiveness
as a barrier to gull flight but, as with the nest removal work, we need to understand
the impact of other proposed measures before committing to this approach. This
work would require an estimated additional £4,000.
5.3

Widespread cull

5.3.1 To confirm that, in line with the Counsel advice provided to the council in 2020, a
widespread cull would be unlawful, and any licence application to NE would be
unsuccessful. This approach has been tightened with the refusal to approve areawide applications, unlike previous years, and instead only grant licences with a
detailed evidence base for a specific location. Concerns with the approach taken by
NE in relation to the issuing of licences have been raised with them already.
5.3.2 A widespread cull would be highly unlikely to work because of the behaviour of gulls.
At the time of a bird’s first breeding year, if it were a male it would normally return
to the natal colony. If it were a female bird it would choose a different colony in the
vicinity, which is backed up by observations of Bristol and Gloucester hatched birds
breeding in Worcester. Any Worcester cull would have to be repeated in every colony
in the entire region for many years to be successful in removing the birds from
Worcester. Under the existing legislative framework, this action would be illegal.
5.4

Do nothing

5.4.1 There is no legal obligation for the Council to undertake any gull control work.
However, the city is negatively impacted by gulls. Residents, businesses and visitors
have come to expect and appreciate the work the Council undertakes alongside
contributions by others to reduce the impact.
6.

Implications

6.1

Financial and Budgetary Implications
The cost of delivering the recommended actions in Section 4 above would require an
additional £40,000 to the existing budget (£30,000 plus an additional £5,500 within
the WRS budget).
Proposed cost elements for 2022
Gull Population Survey
Nest, egg and chick removal capacity including chick
rehabilitation
Gull Proofing scheme
Gull Exclusion Scheme – The Tything (excl. hawking)
Gull Exclusion Scheme – Wier Lane/Lower Wick (excl. hawking)
Gull Exclusion Scheme – Copenhagen St/Fish St (excl. hawking)
Deterrent Hawking (April & May 2022)

Estimated
cost
(£000’s)
4.5
12
7
7
5
17
7
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WRS Staffing costs
Total

15
74.5

The above costs are based on estimates of the proposed work required and excludes
any recovery of match funding elements from business or organisations. The latter is
estimated to be approximately £30,000, giving a total value of anti-gull work
managed by WRS in the city of £105,000 for 2022/23.
The proposed budget is a combination of ongoing revenue costs of £35,500 which
are already included in base budgets and one-off proposals of £40,000. The work
supports delivery of the City Plan. However, the City Plan Fund is fully committed.
Reports elsewhere on this agenda indicate that funding from the City Delivery Fund
established at outturn 2020/21 can be made available following the capitalisation of
proposed spend in 2021/22. Therefore it is proposed to fund this work from a carryforward of unspent elements of this budget if this is approved by the Policy &
Resources Committee.
6.2

Legal and Governance Implications
The work plan proposed in section 3 above is within the current regulatory
framework and is not considered at risk of challenge from NE or any other interest
group.

6.3

Risk Implications
As set out above the proposed work plan has been developed to achieve maximum
impact whilst complying with existing legislative frameworks. Any decision to seek to
step outside the programme would require an evidence base and both specialist and
legal advice to minimise the risk of legal challenge.

6.4

Corporate/Policy Implications
The proposals are in support of the City Plan’s themes of a ‘Healthy and Active City’
(3) by reducing the negative health impacts of gulls for residents and businesses and
‘Sustaining and improving assets’ (5) by supporting landowners to take proactive
measures to reduce the negative impacts of gulls on the structure of the buildings
and image of the city.

6.5

Equality Implications
No equality implications have been identified in the development of the 2021 work
programme.

6.6

Human Resources Implications
None. Existing staff will deliver a significant proportion of the work programme.

6.7

Health and Safety Implications
No health & safety implications have been identified in respect of this report

6.8

Social, Environmental and Economic Implications
The work programme as set out balances the wider environmental concerns of two
bird species with conservation concern against specific evidenced harm to public
health and safety.
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Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All
Mark Cox, Technical Services Manager, WRS
Tel: 01562 738023
Email: Mark.cox@worcsregservices.gov.uk
None
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Agenda Item 10

Report to: Environment Committee, 2nd November 2021
Report of: Deputy Director – Corporate Policy and Strategy

Subject:

BIODIVERSITY ACTION PROGRAMME

1.

Recommendation

1.1

That the Committee approves the proposed Biodiversity Action Programme
(Appendix 1).

1.2

That the Committee allocates £20k funding from the Environmental
Sustainability Strategy Enabling Budget for the proposals outlined within
this report. That authority to spend that allocation is delegated to the
Deputy Director, Corporate Policy and Strategy in consultation with the
Chair of Environment Committee.

2.

Background

2.1

The Council declared a biodiversity emergency in September 2020, and agreed to:





Strategies and plans to be formulated in conjunction with the declared Climate
Emergency.
Prioritisation of sustainable land management, sympathetic to wildlife.
Prevention of wildlife habitats being unnecessarily destroyed.
Creation and care for wildlife-rich spaces, in every part of the city and across the
region.

2.2

Globally, it is recognised that biodiversity has declined very significantly, and this
has wide ranging impacts. Human activity has led to this change, but can also work
to increase biodiversity.

2.3

As a local authority, the council also has a statutory duty to have regard to
conserving biodiversity under the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act
2006.

2.4

This report outlines the current status of biodiversity in the city, with an action
programme to improve biodiversity over the next few years (Appendix 1).

Current status
2.5

As noted in the Worcestershire Biodiversity Action Plan, which is led and managed by
Worcestershire County Council, Worcestershire has suffered huge losses of natural
habitats and species, in common with the rest of the UK, and indeed the planet.
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The 2018-2027 Worcestershire Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) identifies 17 habitats
and 26 species, or species groups, which are of particular conservation priority in the
county.
2.6

This action programme seeks to support and complement the work of the BAP, with
a focused approach on the Council’s own land, as described in the aims and
objectives.

2.7

More detail can be found on individual habitats and species within the Worcestershire
BAP, with aims and objectives for the conservation of each individual habitat or
species.

2.8

The Unlocking the Severn project to re-open the River Severn to fish migration has
led to significant investment with both Diglis Island and Bevere fish passes now open
and the rare twaite shad has already been observed at Diglis.

2.9

There has been a widespread return of otters to waterways across the county and
Worcester is no exception. In the winter 2020/21, many local residents had close
sightings of otters on the River Severn and on Barbourne Brook.

2.10 With other species, the picture is bleaker. Ash dieback threatens many woodlands
and invasive weeds such as Japanese Knotweed and Himalayan Balsam continue
their presence.
2.11 The Council is responsible for 24 conservation sites over 37 parcels of land, covering
260 acres in total. Eight of these sites have Local Nature Reserve status and one
(Lyppard Grange Ponds) is a Site of Special Scientific Interest and a Special Area of
Conservation. The Council therefore has an ongoing and key role in nature
conservation.
Partners and existing projects
2.12 The Council benefits from strong partners across the city which are all also active in
promoting and seeking to improve habitats for biodiversity. The Council will be
seeking to continue to work with these partners as the action programme is
implemented and to strengthen relationships where possible.
2.13 Some of these partners include:
 Worcestershire County Council – ecologists, and countryside service
 Worcestershire Wildlife Trust
 Duckworth Worcestershire Trust
 Canal and River Trust
 Worcester Canal Group
 Worcester Environmental Group
 Transition Worcester
 Severn Rivers Trust
 University of Worcester
 Environment Agency
 Natural England/ DEFRA
 Trees for Cities
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2.14 An exciting project which is being led by Worcestershire Wildlife Trust and which has
recently received funding under a Nature Recovery Programme is the ‘Wilder
Worcester’ project. This project has significant potential in engaging communities on
biodiversity and habitat management.
2.15 The Council has a number of existing projects, including the wildflower trial on
Dugdale Drive being led by Worcester Environment Group and a significant tree
planting initiative which took place in the winter 2020/21.
2.16 The action plan has been developed by officers under the guidance of the
Environmental Sustainability Steering Group, consisting of Councillor Andy Stafford,
Councillor Tom Collins and Councillor Neil Laurenson (Environment Committee Chair,
Vice Chair and Green Party representative).
3.

Preferred Option

3.1

The Biodiversity Action Programme in Appendix 1 outlines the Council’s proposals to
improve biodiversity.

3.2

The programme focuses primarily on actions the City Council can take to improve
biodiversity on its own land. With 24 conservation areas in the City Council’s
management, alongside the many parks and roadside verges, the Council owns or is
responsible for a significant proportion of the green space in Worcester. Enhancing
biodiversity on Council managed land will therefore have a significant impact on the
overall biodiversity of the City.

3.3

Two clear priorities have emerged from discussions for this action programme. One
is the existing priority species for the city, such as slow worms and great crested
newts. The other is the need to maintain areas in a way which enhances biodiversity
more generally, benefiting a range of wildlife including birds, pollinators and other
insects, plants, marine life and small mammals.

3.4

The action programme is therefore structured to reflect this. On some sites, such as
the Council’s allotments, there is a priority species which should be the focus of
efforts. On other identified sites, such as our Parks, it is a more general approach
which will be targeted, in order to benefit a range of species. Therefore, the action
programme is structured around different sites owned by the City Council, with the
target clearly identified – either a priority species or a general need to improve the
area for a range of species.

3.5

A budget of £20,000 is requested from the Environmental Sustainability Strategy
enabling budget in order to progress some of the actions outlined in the Action
Programme in Appendix 1.

4.

Alternative Options Considered

4.1

Given the significant area of land under Council management attention on the
Council’s own land has been selected as the initial priority for action.
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Whilst action to promote biodiversity on business and private land and gardens could
be taken, at this stage it is recommended that the maximum impact and most
effective use of resources will be achieved by focussing on land in the Council’s
control.
5.

Implications

5.1

Financial and Budgetary Implications
The action programme identifies a number of estimate budget costs and in some
cases, a budget for these to be funded from. Where a budget is not identified, then
funding from the Environmental Sustainability Strategy enabling budget may be
requested.
A budget of £20,000 is requested, in order to progress with actions to be decided
through officer delegation.
The enabling budget currently has £20,000 committed from a total budget of
£100,000.
Recommendations for additional future resources will be made through reports to
Environment Committee.

5.2

Legal and Governance Implications
Governance of the delivery of the action programme will be through the performance
reports to Environment Committee, as with the delivery of the Environmental
Sustainability Strategy Action Plan, which is reported as a key project.
The proposals align with the Council’s statutory duty under the Natural Environment
and Rural Communities Act 2006.

5.3

Risk Implications
At this stage there are no specific risks identified with the projects proposed in this
action programme.

5.4

Corporate/Policy Implications
The proposed action programme supports the City Plan objective of sustaining and
improving our assets and delivers on the commitment made by Council on 30
September 2020.

5.5

Equality Implications
At this stage there are no equality implications identified with the projects proposed
in this action programme. All projects will undertake an equality impact assessment
before progressing.

5.6

Human Resources Implications
There are no human resources implications arising directly form the content of this
report. No additional staff resource is proposed at this stage but this will be kept
under review.

5.7

Health and Safety Implications
There are no health and safety implications identified with the projects proposed in
this action programme.
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5.8

Social, Environmental and Economic Implications
This work closely links to the Environmental Sustainability Strategy and associated
Action Plan and will have a direct and positive environmental impact

Appendix 1: Biodiversity Action Programme 2021-2023
Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

ALL
Ruth Corrall, 01905 722364,
ruth.corrall@worcester.gov.uk
None
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Biodiversity Action Programme for Worcester City Council 2021-2023

Ref.
no

Bio-1

Project / work package
description

Within budget
for Bio-1.
Capital
expenditure
from vehicle
replacement
programme
likely to be
required to
implement.

Start date

End date

Environmental
Operations

Spring 2022

Summer 2022

Environmental
Operations

Spring 2022

Summer 2022

Agenda Item 10

Establishment
of
Management
Plans for
wildflower-rich
roadside
verges

Formalise a new management
approach to road verges in
order to allow wildflowers to
flourish and agree a phased
approach for the roll out of this
new approach across the city,
bearing in mind the need for cut
and collect mowing machines.
Linked to Bio-13, ensure
effective signage and
interpretation of these sites.

Estimate £7.5k
(link with Bio2)
External
resource or inhouse if
available

Ownership
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Review of all
Management
Plans to
enhance for
biodiversity

Review existing management
plans to consider opportunities
to identify additional
opportunities for biodiversity
enhancement, across
conservation sites, Green Flag
parks and other green spaces

Financial cost
and budget

Appendix 1

Bio-2

Title

Title

Bio-3

Identification
of new sites
for wildflowers
meadows

Feasibility surveys to be
undertaken for new wildflower
meadows / roadside verges to
be managed as wildflower
meadows

Tree planting

Seek to maximise the tree
canopy across the city with
identification of new areas and
implement new tree planting
schemes where possible.
Review previous planting
schemes to assess impact and
survival rates. Ensure
appropriate maintenance and
identify any actions required to
improve survival rates.

Bio-4

Bio-5

Biodiversity
enhancement
at Astwood
and St John’s
Cemeteries

Project / work package
description

Financial cost
and budget

Existing
resource

Ownership

Start date

End date

Environmental
Operations

Winter 2021

Autumn 2022

Winter 2021

Spring 2022
(then
repeated
annually)

Winter 2021

Summer 2022

To be identified
Likely to be
grant funding
opportunities

Environmental
Operations

Existing
Resources

Bereavement
Services

Continue work to increase
numbers of bird and bat boxes
on these sites.
Build and maintain log piles to
attract reptiles such as slow
worms.
Develop areas of long grassland
in specific areas, with
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Ref.
no

Ref.
no

Title

Project / work package
description

Financial cost
and budget

Ownership

Start date

End date

Existing
resource

Environmental
Operations

Spring 2022

Autumn 2022

TBC

Environmental
Operations

Spring 2022

Winter 2022

interpretation boards
explaining habitat provision for
small mammals etc. All areas to
be mown around the edges.

King George V
Playing Fields

Bio-7

Enhancement
of Lyppard
Ponds Special
Area of
Conservation
(link to ESS16)

Seek to secure and enhance
biodiversity within the Lyppard
Ponds habitat by restoring
optimum habitat for great
crested newts. (This is an
existing action in the
Environmental Sustainability
Strategy Action Plan)
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Bio-6

Develop areas of rough
grassland aimed at increasing
slow worm and wildflower
habitat and explain their
purpose via interpretation board
on King George V Playing fields.

Ref.
no

Financial cost
and budget

Ownership

Start date

End date

Bio-8

Waterways
biodiversity
enhancement
(link to ESS17)

Commission research into the
opportunities to enhance
biodiversity along watercourses
in the city (already outlined as
an action in the Action Plan for
the Environmental Sustainability
Strategy)

External
resource
required.
Estimate £7.5k
Env Sust
budget

Environmental
Operations

Autumn 2021

Winter 2022

Bio-9

Allotment
holders
guidance on
biodiversity

Include guidance on
encouraging biodiversity within
allotment sites’ tenancy
agreements

No cost

Environmental
Operations

Winter 2021

Winter
2021/Spring
2022

Support for
Wilder
Worcester and
Diglis Island
projects

Play an active role in
Worcestershire Wildlife Trust’s
Wilder Worcester campaign to
increase community
engagement with enhancing
biodiversity on their local
patches, and the Severn Rivers
Trust project on Diglis Island.

None

Community
engagement

Winter 2021

To end of
projects

Bio10
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Project / work package
description

Title

Ref.
no

Bio11

Project / work package
description

Biodiversity
promotion in
Council
comms

Promote biodiversity in Council
communications and support
national campaigns like
Butterfly Survey, Bird Count
and Spring Clean

Committee
report
template
update to
consider
biodiversity

Update the template for
committee reports in order to
ensure that environmental
considerations are taken into
account, ensuring that
reference is made to the
declared biodiversity emergency
as well as the climate
emergency, and that impact on
wildlife and wildlife habitats is
considered. (This work links to
the governance work in the
Environmental Sustainability
Strategy Action Plan.)

Financial cost
and budget

Ownership

Start date

End date

None

Communicatio
ns

Winter 2021

Ongoing

None

Democratic
and Civic
Services with
Env.
Sustainability
Officer

Winter 2021

Spring 2022
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Bio12

Title

Ref.
no

Bio13

Bio15

Project / work package
description

Financial cost
and budget

Ownership

Signage &
Interpretation

Consider additional signage and
interpretation boards to explain
management for conservation
approaches to local residents /
general public. Link to Bio-1 and
Bio-2.

TBC

Environmental
Operations

Member
training on
biodiversity

Training for all members and
then each year for new
members on nature
conservation

Member
training
budget,
delivered
externally

Operative
training on
biodiversity

Training of operatives in nature
conservation – opportunities,
what to change, what the new
planned approach is, how to
ensure that areas still look
‘managed’ and not neglected

TBC
(Corporate
training
budget)

Democratic
and Civic
Services

Environmental
Operations

Start date

End date

Spring 2022

Autumn 2023
(on
completion of
all projects)

Spring 2022

Spring 2022
(embedded in
normal
training
routine going
forward)

Spring 2022

Spring 2022
(embedded in
normal
training
routine going
forward)
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Bio14

Title
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Agenda Item 11

Report to: Environment Committee, 2nd November 2021
Report of: Deputy Director – Corporate Policy and Strategy

Subject:

PROGRESS UPDATE FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
STRATEGY ACTION PLAN

1.

Recommendation

1.1

That the Environment Committee notes the content of this report.

2.

Background

2.1

Following the declaration of the climate emergency in July 2019, the Environmental
Sustainability Strategy for the City of Worcester was approved by this Committee in
October 2020.

2.2

This Committee then approved the Action Plan for the first phase of delivery of the
strategy in March 2021.

2.3

In order to ensure effective governance of the strategy and associated action plan, it
was agreed that this committee would receive progress reports on the delivery of the
action plan twice yearly.

2.4

This is the first of these reports.

3.

Overall progress

3.1

Significant progress has been made on a number of the key actions within the Action
Plan. Details for each action are provided in the Council’s standard performance
report format at Appendix 1, and the following sections of this report provide further
commentary on a theme by theme basis.

3.2

In July 2021, this Committee approved an allocation of £20,000 from this budget for
the Environmental Community Grants scheme. This scheme is to launch shortly and
aims to spend this £20,000 by end of March, with the potential for a future request
for further funds from the budget if the scheme has been successful with good
outcomes.

3.3

The significant staff resource requirements for the Green Homes Grant has impacted
on the ability to progress other projects. The continuation of the Green Homes Grant
scheme, with the initial short deadlines, then extensions, have made it difficult to
plan for recruitment of additional resource using the administration funding received
for this project.
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3.4

Now that there is some certainty on the future for the Green Homes Grant and
Sustainable Warmth programme, it is planned to recruit additional staff resource for
delivery of the funding in 2022-23. This will allow the Environmental Sustainability
Officer to focus on delivery of the wider action plan.

4.

Carbon Neutral City Council

4.1

Carbon emissions for 2020-21 were 1306tCO2e. This shows a reduction of 24% from
2018-19 (and 21% from 2019-20). This is primarily down to the procurement of
green zero-emission rated electricity. This means that the Council now records no
emissions from electricity usage (using market based emission factors).

4.2

There was also a reduction of 9.6% in emissions from the fuel used by the Council’s
fleet and operations, however gas usage rose by 8.9%. Emissions from gas usage at
the Crematorium represent 74% of the total emissions from gas usage, and
emissions from the Crematorium rose by 12% from 2019-20 to 2020-21.

4.3

The Council’s carbon emission calculations are currently limited to buildings and
operations within the direct control of the Council. This therefore does not include
the running of the leisure centre, community centres or other services delivered by
external providers. Inclusion of these emissions is much more difficult but gives a
more complete insight into total carbon generated by Council services. Consideration
will be given to incorporation of these emissions in future years.

4.4

Freedom Leisure have undertaken a number of actions over recent years to reduce
emissions, particularly at Perdiswell Leisure Centre, and set an example to other
leisure centres for their energy management work. Teams regularly analyse the
energy usage and act to further drive down usage.

4.5

Actions under this theme are progressing well, with free energy assessments from
the European Regional Development funded programme being managed by
Worcestershire County Council, the ‘Public Energy Efficiency Programme’, helping to
identify potential energy saving and generation opportunities in some of the
Council’s buildings. It is clear that moving away from gas boilers will be a challenge
for many sites.

4.6

Two new electric vans will soon be arriving on a long term hire for use by
Environmental Operations, including a 3.5t tipper van and a 3.5t box van. Six
electric vehicles are already in use by the Environmental Operations service.
Investigations into the opportunities for electric or other zero emission vehicles to be
deployed across the fleet, as vehicles are due for replacement, continue.

4.7

Recently new electric hedge cutters and other equipment has been purchased for the
Streetscene team to replace equipment driven by petrol. These will result in zero
carbon emissions and also improve air quality in the immediate vicinity, improving
the working conditions for these staff.

5.

Carbon Neutral Worcester

5.1

BEIS have published their latest figures for carbon emissions by local authority for
2019. This data shows a 5.85% reduction in CO2 emissions between 2018 and 2019
(fall from 353.7ktCO2 to 333.1ktCO2).
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5.2

This reduction has been driven by some major decreases, for example there has
been a 28% reduction in emissions from electricity used by industry between the two
years. This will be due to grid electricity becoming cleaner and also likely due to a
decrease in usage too (as emissions from public sector and domestic electricity have
only fallen by 7% and 12% respectively).

5.3

The primary actions over the last six months within this theme of the strategy have
been the installation of rapid and fast chargepoints in St Martin’s Gate, and the
delivery of energy efficiency improvements to domestic properties funded by the
Green Homes Grant.

5.4

The Green Homes Grant project is one of the projects within the Action Plan with the
greatest quantifiable carbon emission reduction potential, and has come with
significant external grant funding which will total over £1.5 million. This project has
been extended a number of times and new phases announced. This means that
instead of the 6 month project originally envisaged, this is now an 18 month project
with another 12 months in the pipeline.

5.5

The reduction in emissions from the installation of energy efficiency measures in
these domestic properties will not be realised until the figures are provided for 202122.

5.6

It is interesting to note that the number of ultra low emission vehicles in Worcester
has greatly increased since the publication of the Council’s Environmental
Sustainability Strategy, which noted 173 ultra low emission vehicles licensed in the
authority area at the end of Q2 2019. As of the end of Q1 2021, a total of 828
vehicles in this category had been registered, an increase of 378%. This growth,
reflected across the country, provides a strong market for the use of the new
chargepoints in St Martin’s Gate.

5.7

Previously (in July 2020), this Committee had approved a spend of up to £7,000
from the budget for the feasibility study for a Worcester City Heat Network. This
funding has not been required as the Heat Network Delivery Unit (part of BEIS)
offered to fully fund the study. The consultants have presented the options for a heat
network, and their recommendation, to the project group (which includes
representatives from a number of partners) and this recommendation is being
considered prior to finalisation of the consultant’s report later in the autumn.

6.

Sustainable Economy

6.1

The local economy, as well as national economy, continues to recover from the
Covid-19 pandemic. Whilst the Green Homes Grant funding for domestic properties
will help with ensuring a green recovery to the pandemic, the relatively small
number of contractors remaining in this market means that it is not possible to
ensure a local benefit to this funding.

7.

Natural Environment

7.1

The primary work over the last six months has been on the biodiversity action
programme. This has progressed well and is being presented for agreement by this
committee.
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7.2

Following the success of the wildflower roadverge trial on Dugdale Drive, led by the
Worcester Environment Group, Environmental Operations have implemented
additional wildflower meadow areas and also took part in the ‘no mow’ May initiative.

7.3

Over 6,000 trees were planted last winter, and these have continued to be
maintained as required over the course of the year. Another 400 trees are expected
to be planted over the course of winter in 2022/23 subject to the outcome of a
funding bid.

8.

Preparing for climate change

8.1

In line with the 2020 Annual Report in Flood Risk Management in Worcestershire
produced by Worcestershire County Council, funding has been secured from the
Government by the Environment Agency for flood protection measures in Worcester.
£238,000 will be spent between protection for properties on Toronto Close and
protection for the Hive from surface water flooding.

8.2

Flood Re, a joint initiative between the Government and insurers, have organised for
the ‘Floodmobile’ to visit Worcester, showcasing property protection measures
against flooding and highlighting the need for these.

9.

Resource Efficiency

9.1

The county-wide social media campaign encouraging recycling, reduction of food
waste, re-using items and zero waste has continued through Council communications
with good levels of engagement seen in terms of comments and views.

9.2

As events restart, officers are ensuring a renewed focus on the reduction in single
use plastics is taking place.

9.3

Many more opportunities for the recycling of soft plastics often used as packaging
have been established by supermarkets over the last year and promotion of these
via normal Council communication channels has taken place.

Appendix 1: Report from Pentana
Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All
Ruth Corrall, 01905 722364,
ruth.corrall@worcester.gov.uk
Environmental Sustainability Strategy and Action Plan for
the first phase of delivery
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Agenda Item 11
Appendix 1

Sustainability Action Plan Overview
Generated on: 12 October 2021
ESS-01 Low carbon buildings
ESS-02 To produce a business case to evaluate revenue savings with the
introduction of zero emission vehicles in accordance with the fleet
procurement schedule
ESS-03 Low emission business travel
ESS-04 Low emission commuting
ESS-05 Embedding sustainability
ESS-06 Green Homes Grant Local Authority Delivery Scheme
ESS-07 Domestic energy efficiency (social housing)
ESS-08 Active Travel
ESS-09 TIP AP Electric Charging Points
ESS-10 Investigate options for heat networks
ESS-11 Support for community environmental projects
ESS-12 Employment and Skills strategy - carbon economy
ESS-13 City Biodiversity Action Programme
ESS-14 Tree planting
ESS-15 Sustainable planting
ESS-16 Lyppard Ponds Special Area of Conservation
ESS-17 Biodiversity value of the city waterway corridors
ESS-18 Natural Water Management on Barbourne Brook
ESS-19 Flood resilience
ESS-20 Waste hierarchy promotion campaign
ESS-21 Single Use Plastics elimination
ESS-22 Establish Forum for the Environment
ESS-23 Annual summit for the Environment

1
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Sustainability Action Plan Update
Action Status
Cancelled
Overdue; Neglected
Unassigned; Check Progress
Not Started; In Progress; Assigned
Completed

ESS-01 Low carbon buildings
Survey reports produced for Museum & Art Galley and
Sponsor
Commandery. Principal recommendations of solar panels on Due Date
roofs are not practical so other secondary recommendations
Original Due
are being reviewed. Awaiting survey report on Guildhall.
Date

Kevin Moore
31-Mar-2022
31-Mar-2022

Current Status
ESS-02 To produce a business case to evaluate revenue savings with the
introduction of zero emission vehicles in accordance with the fleet procurement
schedule
Ongoing analysis of the opportunities to procure zero
emission vehicles across the fleet. Second generation
electric HGV trial from Dennis Eagle taking place in Q4
2021. Two 3.5t electric vehicles (a tipper van and a box
van) have been obtained on long term hire.

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

Due Date

31-Mar-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2022

Current Status
ESS-03 Low emission business travel
Office video conferencing has been implemented and is in
use. Work continues on the refreshed Woo scheme and
promotion will take place shortly. Consideration of pool
vehicles has been paused whilst future business travel
requirements are established.

Sponsor

David Sutton

Due Date

31-Dec-2021

Original Due
Date

31-Dec-2021

Current Status
ESS-04 Low emission commuting
Work on this project has paused whilst office working
became re-established and due to staff shortages. The Shift
scheme is now to be implemented and options on how to do
this are being investigated. A report with costs of cycle
storage / showering facilities will be taken to the Personnel
and General Purposes committee in December 2021.

2

Sponsor

Sian Stroud

Due Date

30-Jun-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2022

Current Status
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ESS-05 Embedding sustainability
Staff training plans have been drafted and the Learning &
Development team are working on these. Member seminar
on the Environmental Sustainability Strategy scheduled for
the 22 November. Review of guidance for officers writing
committee reports taking place with consideration of
additional guidance around environmental impact including
carbon emissions and biodiversity. First progress report on
the delivery of the action plan to be presented to
Environment Committee in November 2021.

Sponsor

David Sutton

Due Date

31-Jan-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Jan-2022

Current Status

ESS-06 Green Homes Grant Local Authority Delivery Scheme
Phase 1A of the Green Homes Grant Local Authority Delivery
scheme has concluded with £71,164.00 being invested in
improving the energy efficiency of seven Worcester homes,
six of these being external wall insulations and one solar PV.
A press release has been issued quoting one of the residents
who has benefitted, and this has been picked up by local
media.

Sponsor

Nina
Warrington

Due Date

31-Mar-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2022

Current Status

Delivery continues on Phase 1B of the scheme with an
extended deadline of 31st March 2022 to deliver 140 installs
(40 owner occupied and 100 social housing properties).
With the owner occupied properties, 5 installations have
been completed to date, 28 properties are signed up to
receive external wall insulation or solar PV and marketing
continues. Contractor availability, availability of building
materials and scaffolding continue to be a risk to the
project.
Phase 2 of delivery is also underway. This phase is focused
on upgrading low efficiency storage heaters in off-gas flats
and the installation of other measures in homes such as
upgraded doors, windows and boiler controls. Marketing has
begun and the procurement of contractors is underway.
BEIS has also provided an extension to this phase of the
scheme to 31st March 2022. This Phase 2 is currently on
track to deliver measures to around 80 properties.

ESS-07 Domestic energy efficiency (social housing)
Wave 1 of the Social Housing Decarbonisation Fund was
announced, Midlands Energy Hub organised a consortium
bid and an email was sent to registered providers in
Worcester to encourage them to apply for funding through
this consortium bid.

Sponsor

Nina
Warrington

Due Date

31-Mar-2023

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2023

Current Status

3
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ESS-08 Active Travel
Project Confirmation was approved at P&R Committee
September and submitted to Government on 10th
September. The business case is under development and
programmed to come to P&R in February 2022.
Worcestershire County Council granted planning permission
for the Kepax bridge in September 2021.

Sponsor

David Sutton

Due Date

31-Mar-2025

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2025

Current Status

ESS-09 TIP AP Electric Charging Points
Main contract works completed and chargers went live on
4th October, 2021. Some minor items still outstanding to
area around transformer unit - tarmac surface and fencing.
Maintenance contract in place for 12no. chargers with
Swarco UK Ltd. (5yrs)

Sponsor

Kevin Moore

Due Date

31-Aug-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Aug-2022

Current Status
ESS-10 Investigate options for heat networks
The consultants have progressed their investigations into
the options for a heat network in Worcester and the technoeconomic feasibility of these options. Their recommended
option for further investigation is being discussed with the
University (due to the energy centre location being on
University grounds). A briefing note and the consultant's
final report will be shared when available.

Sponsor

David Sutton

Due Date

30-Jun-2022

Original Due
Date

30-Jun-2022

Current Status

ESS-11 Support for community environmental projects
The process for the administration of these grants has been
agreed and it is expected that the application process will be
launched shortly, subject to final completion of the
association documentation such as the grant terms and
conditions.

Sponsor

Warwick Neale

Due Date

31-Mar-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2022

Current Status
ESS-12 Employment and Skills strategy – inclusion of the low carbon economy
The draft Employment and Skills Strategy will be circulated
shortly for internal consultation and following this, a
consultation with key partners will take place. A
Construction Skills Forum takes place on 5th November,
looking at future skills needs, and the local response with
specific regard to the skills needed for carbon zero
technology and retrofit initiatives. This is focused on the
Towns Fund and Building Block. In addition to this, the
Primary STEM challenge this year (match funded by the
Council) is focused on waste management.

4

Sponsor

David Blake;
Nick Kay

Due Date

31-Mar-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2022

Current Status
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ESS-13 City Biodiversity Action Programme
Discussions with partner organisations and members about
the scope and potential projects to include in this action
programme have been held. A draft action programme has
been produced and is being discussed prior to presentation
for agreement at the Environment Committee in November.

Sponsor

David Sutton

Due Date

30-Nov-2021

Original Due
Date

30-Nov-2021

Current Status
ESS-14 Tree planting
Over 6,000 trees were planted in the winter of 2020 – 2021. Sponsor
A bid has been submitted for the Queen’s Canopy award to Due Date
plant another 400 trees in winter 2022/23.
Original Due
Date

Phil Gilmour
31-Mar-2022
31-Mar-2022

Current Status
ESS-15 Sustainable planting
The trial of a wildflower meadow on a road verge on
Dugdale Drive continued this year and was very successful.
Other areas are being assessed for their suitability. ‘No mow
May’ was successfully followed in a number of locations.
The proposed Biodiversity Action Programme includes an
action to write and agree a wildflower management plan for
these areas.

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

Due Date

30-Apr-2022

Original Due
Date

30-Apr-2022

Current Status

ESS-16 Lyppard Ponds Special Area of Conservation
Work on this action has not yet started.

Sponsor

David Sutton

Due Date

31-Dec-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Dec-2022

Current Status
ESS-17 Biodiversity value of the city waterway corridors
Work on this action has not yet started.

Sponsor

David Sutton

Due Date

31-Dec-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Dec-2022

Current Status
ESS-18 Natural Water Management on Barbourne Brook
Work on this action has not yet started. The deadline of 31- Sponsor
Dec-2021 was an error in the Action Plan and should be
Due Date
revised to 31-Dec-2022.
Original Due
Date
Current Status

5

David Sutton
31-Dec-2021
31-Dec-2021
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ESS-19 Flood resilience
01-Oct-2021 The Environment Agency have recently
received £238,000 of funding to provide property protection
to homes in Toronto Close in Worcester, and also protect
the Hive from surface water flooding. More details of these
schemes will be circulated when known.
A 'Floodmobile' is visiting Worcester in October to showcase
around 50 property flood resilience measures to the local
community and stakeholders and highlight the need for
property adaptation and resilience. This is organised by
Flood Re, a joint initiative between Government and
insurers.

Sponsor

David Sutton

Due Date

30-Jun-2022

Original Due
Date

30-Jun-2022

Current Status

ESS-20 Waste hierarchy promotion campaign
A five day cross-county zero waste social media campaign
was carried out in April. The level of engagements were
very successful, with 2,052 comments, shares or link clicks
on the most successful post.

Sponsor

David Sutton

Due Date

31-Dec-2021

Original Due
Date

31-Dec-2021

The July 2021 issue of City Life included a two page feature Current Status
on ‘What happens to my rubbish’. This article tracked what
happens to rubbish put in green, black and brown bins and
answered questions such as ‘will my waste end up
overseas?’, and included a reminder of what items are
recyclable.
In addition to this, other messages shared around waste
reduction include information about Covid-19 testing kits
and the Saturday skips service.
ESS-21 Single Use Plastics elimination
The council single use plastics working group has met and
discussed possible actions moving forward. As events restart, there will be more opportunities to work on single use
plastic elimination. A meeting has also been held with the
new representative of Plastic Free Worcester.

Sponsor

David Sutton

Due Date

31-Dec-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Dec-2022

Current Status
ESS-22 Establish Forum for the Environment
The intention is to recruit colleagues from partner
Sponsor
organisations and hold the first meeting of the forum before Due Date
the end of the year.
Original Due
Date
Current Status
ESS-23 Annual summit for the Environment

6

David Sutton
31-Dec-2021
31-Dec-2021
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Due to workloads with GHG and the Covid-19 pandemic it is
proposed that we first establish the forum and together with
forum members, consideration will be given to the timing,
content and scope of the annual summit. This will be in
2022 so the due date for this will need to be extended.

Sponsor

David Sutton

Due Date

31-Dec-2021

Original Due
Date

31-Dec-2021

Current Status

7
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Agenda Item 12

Report to: Environment Committee, 2nd November 2021
Report of: Corporate Director, Finance and Resources

Subject:

QUARTER 2 PERFORMANCE REPORT FOR 2021/22

1.

Recommendation

1.1

That the Environment Committee notes the Council’s Quarter 2 performance
for 2021/22.

2.

Performance Reporting Framework

2.1

A suite of Performance Scorecards have been developed providing a one page overview
of priority projects, activities and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) under the
functions of each committee.

2.2

The Scorecards are supported by a more detailed appendix providing a brief narrative
update for projects and activities and a visual representation of PIs in the form of run
graphs or charts as applicable. This provides context in terms of progression, trends
and seasonal variations to support reporting using RAG assessments (Red, Amber or
Green).

2.3

The Scorecard has been refreshed for 2021/22 with projects completed in the last
financial year replaced with new projects as previously agreed by this committee.

2.4

The Quarter 2 performance report for the Environment Committee is attached as
Appendix 1.

Ward(s):
Contact Officer:
Background Papers:

All
Jo Payne, Corporate Policy and Strategy Officer,
01905 722407,
Email: Joanna.payne@worcester.gov.uk
None
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Agenda Item 12
Appendix 1
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Appendix 1
Environment Committee
Performance Report
Environment Projects & Actions 2021/22
Action Status
Cancelled
Overdue; Neglected
Unassigned; Check Progress
Not Started; In Progress; Assigned
Completed

Environmental Sustainability Action Plan (continual review and delivery of actions)
Significant progress has been made on a number of actions,
including the installation of chargepoints at St Martin's Gate
and the delivery of the Green Homes Grant funding. A full
progress report on the actions is being presented to
Environment Committee in November.

Sponsor

David Sutton

Due Date

31-Mar-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2022

Current Status
Expected
Outcome
Bereavement Services Facilities Review
A feasibility study proposal has been presented to the
Council's Corporate Leadership Team and Chair & Vice Chair
of Environment Committee. Appointed consultants have
produced a draft report detailing options and costs, which
officers are currently reviewing. It is expected the final
report will be presented to Corporate Directors and
Leadership in November 2021.

Sponsor

Doug
Henderson

Due Date

31-Aug-2020

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2020

Current Status
Expected
Outcome

Green Homes Grant Local Authority Delivery Scheme
Phase 1A of the Green Homes Grant Local Authority Delivery
scheme has concluded with £71,164.00 being invested in
improving the energy efficiency of seven Worcester homes,
six of these being external wall insulations and one solar PV.
A press release has been issued quoting one of the residents
who has benefitted, and this has been picked up by local
media.

Sponsor

Nina
Warrington

Due Date

31-Mar-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2022

Delivery continues on Phase 1B of the scheme with an

Expected

2

Current Status
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extended deadline of 31st March 2022 to deliver 140 installs Outcome
(40 owner occupied and 100 social housing properties).
With the owner occupied properties, 5 installations have
been completed to date, 28 properties are signed up to
receive external wall insulation or solar PV and marketing
continues. Contractor availability, availability of building
materials and scaffolding continue to be a risk to the
project.
Phase 2 of delivery is also underway. This phase is focused
on upgrading low efficiency storage heaters in off-gas flats
and the installation of other measures in homes such as
upgraded doors, windows and boiler controls. Marketing has
begun and the procurement of contractors is underway.
BEIS has also provided an extension to this phase of the
scheme to 31st March 2022. This Phase 2 is currently on
track to deliver measures to around 80 properties.
Perdiswell landscaping Phase 2 - Perdiswell Park
During Quarter 2 the concept plan, using information
supplied by the Worcestershire Wildlife Trust, was agreed
for the next phase of improvements. The landscape
architect has produced drawings, a works schedule and
specification to detail up the final design. A procurement
exercise to appoint a landscape contractor will be
undertaken in Quarter 3.

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

Due Date

31-Mar-2022

Original Due
Date

31-Jul-2019

Current Status

Expected
An application to Natural Networks to seek grant funding to Outcome
support the proposed access and biodiversity improvements
will be submitted in Quarter 3.
The project has been delayed due to additional scrutiny of
the options to ensure that the proposed improvements are
in line with the funding available.
Riverside Park Improvements to maintain and enhance Green Flag status
A procurement exercise took place throughout August and
September for the Riverside park signage to include 15
primary entrance signs, 31 floor tiles and 8 waymarkers /
secondary signs. The supplier will be appointed in October
with the design, manufacture and delivery of signage
scheduled over 18 weeks.

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

Due Date

31-Mar-2022

Original Due
Date

30-Sep-2020

Current Status

Expected
Preliminary discussions have been held to plan the
improvement work for Le Vesinet Gardens, starting with the Outcome
renovation of seating and the repair and painting of the
riverside railings within the City Council’s ownership. Work
is planned to commence on both the seating and railings
during the next quarter.
3
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A company has been appointed to treat Japanese Knotweed
along the river banks within the park boundary. The first
treatment is due this autumn with dead stem clearance
taking place over the winter. An application to Natural
Networks to seek grant funding to support this operation
will be submitted in Quarter 3.
Public rescue equipment (reach and rescue pole and throw
line) has recently been installed at St Andrew’s Gardens
near to the fountains. An interpretation lectern providing
information about St Andrew’s Spire has also been installed
in the gardens.
A programme of environmental and sustainability communications and campaigns
to promote awareness
Q2 2021

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

Due Date
31-Mar-2022
Events
31-Mar-2021
20 environment and sustainability related events took place Original Due
Date
in Q2. These events included:
Current Status
• Bird and bat box building with Worcester Environment
Expected
Group
Outcome
• Gardening groups in Fort Royal and Gheluvelt parks
• Grab a Plant events in Cripplegate, Gheluvelt an St
Andrews
• Multiple litter picking events with Friends groups
• Bird & Invertebrate habitat surveying
Promotion
These opportunities were promoted via the monthly
Community Engagement Enewsletter to over 600 groups,
organisations and individuals, advertised via the Community
Engagement poster round in each of the 38 noticeboards in
parks and open spaces, and were also promoted on social
media where relevant.
In terms of posts on social media:
• There were 12 posts on each platform (Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter) relating to Environment and
Sustainability.
• This resulted in 26,234 total impressions and 38
engagements

4
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Develop an action plan to tackle Ash Dieback and increase trees across the City
Action closed following update report presented to
Sponsor
Environment Committee in May 2021. Ongoing management Due Date
of Ash Dieback now in place.
Original Due
Date

Phil Gilmour
31-Mar-2022
31-Mar-2021

Current Status
Expected
Outcome
Public Bin Investment Programme
Member consultation has taken place during Quarter 2 to
consider the locations and increase in bin capacity of public
litter and recycling bins to inform action plans for each
Ward. An allocation of £80,000 was made available to allow
specific locations to be improved and for additional locations
to be added to resolve immediate problems in advance of
the main phase. These bins are due for delivery in
November.

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

Due Date

31-Mar-2025

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2025

Current Status
Expected
Outcome

A report will be presented to Environment Committee on 2
November 2021 to seek approval for the capital expenditure
for the main phase of the improvement scheme.
Allotments Review
The Council’s consultation on improving the Allotment
Service closed on the 15th October. Results are being
collated and will be reported to Environment Committee.

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

Due Date

31-Dec-2021

Original Due
Date

31-Dec-2021

Current Status
Expected
Outcome
Strategic Play Area Development Plan
By agreement of Chairs and Vice Chairs of Environment
Committee and Place & Economic Development Committee,
this project will now transfer to PED Committee for
oversight and delivery. An internal officer working group has
been convened which is chaired at Corporate Director level
and work underway with a view to presenting a report to
PED Committee in Spring 2022.

5

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

Due Date

31-Mar-2025

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2025

Current Status
Expected
Outcome
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Improve arterial routes
Update report presented to May Environment Committee.
Ongoing management now in place – action to be closed.

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

Due Date

31-Mar-2020

Original Due
Date

31-Mar-2019

Current Status
Expected
Outcome

Environment Key Performance Indicators 2021/22
PI Status
Alert
Warning
OK
Unknown
Data Only

Carbon Emissions
Description: Total greenhouse gas emissions from City Council buildings and operations,
given in tonnes of CO2 equivalent (the emissions of other greenhouse gases
are expressed in terms of the amount of CO2 that would create the same
amount of warming). This includes our community and leisure centres.

RAG
Aim to Minimise

Current Value

1,307

Current Target

1,450

Sponsor

David Sutton

Emissions reduction of 21% from 2019-20, 15% of which is due to the purchase of renewable
electricity, which when using market-based emission factors is zero carbon. Emissions from
electricity would have accounted for 15% of the footprint with a total footprint of 1563
tCO2e.
6
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% of household waste recycled and composted
Description: The percentage of household waste collected which has been sent for reuse,
recycling or composting (green bins and brown bins)

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

41.6%

Current Target

37%

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

The amount of recyclable and compostable waste collected in Q2 2021-22 increased by 313
tonnes in total compared to Q2 2020/21.
This figure is above the estimated percentage target of 37% and has increased by 6.6%
compared with 35% in 2020/21.
*Tonnages for September have been estimated as they aren’t available at the time of
reporting.
Household waste recycled
Description: Percentage of household waste that is sent for recycling through green ‘dry
recycling’ bins only.
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RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

31.3%

Current Target

27%

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

Recyclable waste collected in Q2 2021-22 increased by 243 tonnes in total compared to Q2
2020/21.
The figure is above the estimated percentage target and has increased by 5.1% compared
with 26.2% in Q2 2020-21.
*Tonnages for September have been estimated as they aren’t available at the time of
reporting.
Household waste composted
Description: Percentage of household waste that is sent for composting. This is waste
collected from the garden waste collection service and composted (brown
bins)

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

10.3%

Current Target

9%

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

The amount of compostable waste collected has increased by 70 tonnes in the quarter
compared to 20/21, giving a percentage of 10.3% compared to 8.8 % in 2020/21.
There has been an influx of an additional 739 garden waste customers compared to Q2 202021.
*Tonnages for September have been estimated as they aren’t available at the time of
reporting.

8
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Residual household waste collected per household (kg)
Description: The household waste collected NOT including waste sent for reuse, recycling
or composting

RAG
Aim to Minimise

Current Value

106

Current Target

117

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

Residual waste decreased by 1030 tonnes (compared to Q2 2020/21) decreasing the average
kilogrammes of residual waste per property from 129kg in 2020/21 to 106 in Q2 2021/22.
This is against an estimated target of 117 kg.
The change in the waste volumes is seen as a direct result of behavioural change driven by
the COVID pandemic with previous lockdowns meaning residents spending more time at
home and therefore creating additional waste that would normally not have found its way
into the domestic collection waste stream.
With Government guidance changing as a return to a more normal way of life continues, the
volume of residual waste is decreasing and returning to more normal levels shown before the
pandemic. (108kg in Q2 2019-20)
*Tonnages for September have been estimated as they aren’t available at the time of
reporting.
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Total amount of household waste collected per household (kg)
Description: The total amount of household waste collected from black, green and brown
bins, bulky waste, street sweepings and separately collected recycling (e.g.
bring banks)

RAG
Aim to Minimise

Current Value

181

Current Target

182

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

The total amount of household waste collected decreased by 718 tonnes (compared to Q2
2020/21) decreasing the average kilogrammes of residual waste per property from 198kg in
2020/21 to 181 in Q2 2021/22. This is against an estimated target of 182 kg.
The change in the waste volumes is seen as a direct result of behavioural change driven by
the COVID pandemic with previous lockdowns meaning residents spending more time at
home and therefore creating additional waste that would normally not have found its way
into the domestic collection waste stream.
With Government guidance changing as a return to a more normal way of life continues, the
volume of waste is decreasing and returning to more normal levels shown before the
pandemic. (175kg in Q2 2019-20)
*Tonnages for September have been estimated as they aren’t available at the time of
reporting.
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% animal fouling cleared within time
Description: The percentage of incidents of animal fouling reported by customers and
cleared within agreed time - 1 working day

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

83%

Current Target

90%

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

4 Requests out of 24 over the quarter not completed within SLA
% of street litter cleared within time
Description: The percentage of incidents of street litter and animal fouling reported by
customers and dealt with within the agreed response time of 2 working days

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

86%

Current Target

80%

11

Sponsor

Mark Baylis; Phil
Gilmour
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% of street detritus and weeds cleared within time
Description: The percentage of incidents of street detritus and weeds reported by
customers and dealt with within the agreed response time of 5 working days

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

90%

Current Target

80%

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

% of poor grass maintenance cleared within time
Description: The percentage of incidents of poor grass maintenance reported by customers
and dealt with within the agreed response time - 5 working days

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

53%

Current Target

80%

8 out of 17 requests for the quarter outside SLA

12

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour
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% overflowing litter / dog waste bins dealt within time
Description: The percentage of incidents of overflowing litter / dog waste bins reported by
customers dealt with within agreed response time - 1 working day

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

94%

Current Target

95%

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

Performance has remained steady during Quarter 2 at 94%, just under the target of 95%.
July and August 21 operated at 95% but September was where a slight dip in performance
occurred and further work will be undertaken to identify any learning.
% fly-tipping cleared within time
Description: The percentage of incidents of fly-tipping reported by customers and cleared
within agreed response time - 2 working days

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

86%

Current Target

90%

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

A downturn in performance during the quarter compared to Qtr 1 moving from 89% to 86%.
Only the month of the August operated at or above target of 90%. Again analysis to be
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undertaken as to the challenges faced during the months July and September to identify any
learning.
% of street assessed as Excellent or Acceptable across all five Street Scene Places
Description: The percentage of assessments to be excellent or Acceptable recorded by
volunteers across a range of street scene criteria using the Street Scene
Standards document. Includes North, South, East & West ‘Places’ and the City
Centre ‘Place’.

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

92%

Current Target

85%

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

A very positive result for Q2 and a verbal update will be provided at Committee to support
this PI result.
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No. of street scene assessments the across City Centre Place by grade - Grade A
Description: The number of street scene assessments observed across City Centre Place by
grade: A = excellent, B = acceptable, C = Poor, D = Unacceptable

Current
Value

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

A-5
B – 15
C–0
D-0

Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

Current Target

20 Assessments were undertaken, 5 were Grade A, 15 were Grade B and nil were Grade C or
D
No. of street scene assessments across 4 Main Places by grade - grade A
Description: The number of street scene assessments observed across City Centre Place by
grade: A = excellent, B = acceptable, C = Poor, D = Unacceptable

RAG

Grade A - 6
Sponsor
Grade B – 65
Grade C – 8

Current
Value

15

Phil Gilmour
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Grade D - 0
Aim to Maximise

Current Target

79 Assessments were undertaken, 6 were Grade A, 65 were Grade B, 8 were Grade B and nil
were Grade D
Satisfaction with street cleansing
Description: % of annual survey respondents who stated that they were either satisfied or
fairly satisfied with street cleansing in Worcester City

RAG

Current Value
Aim to Maximise

Current Target

67.15% Sponsor

Phil Gilmour

63.4%

Annual PI. Satisfaction questions were included in the Annual Survey undertaken in
October/November 20120. Satisfaction with street cleansing has improved since the previous
survey in 2019.
Satisfaction with rubbish collection and recycling
Description: % of annual survey respondents who stated that they were either satisfied or
fairly satisfied with rubbish collection and recycling in Worcester City
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RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

87.83% Sponsor

Current Target

84.12%

Phil Gilmour

Annual PI. Satisfaction questions were included in the Annual Survey undertaken in
October/November 2020. Satisfaction with rubbish collection and recycling has improved
since the previous survey in 2019.
Satisfaction with parks and play areas
Description: % of annual survey respondents who stated that they were either satisfied or
fairly satisfied with parks and play areas in Worcester City

RAG
Aim to Maximise

Current Value

72.21% Sponsor

Current Target

78.76%

Phil Gilmour

Annual PI. Satisfaction questions were included in the Annual Survey undertaken in
October/November 2020. Satisfaction with parks and play areas has decreased since the
previous survey in 2019.
The detailed information will be shared with Place teams in order that improvements can be
made in the future to raise standards
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